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Senate Committee Approves
Measure To Halt Rail Strike
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Resolution Would Order
Men To Work To Oct. 1

Loan For
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Home OK'd
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By DONALD FINLEY
WASHINGTON (UPI) —A legislation proposed by Nixon
Senate committee approved Monday a few hours after the
legislation today to stop the signalmen tied up the nation's
nationwide rails strike. The rail passenger and freight
resolution would order striking service by setting up picket
A loan in the amount of $350,000
signalmen back to work until at lines that members of other
has been approved for the
least Oct. 1, while giving them rail unions refused to cross.
Westview Nursing Home here,
an interim pay increase of 17.5 Hodgson warned, in testimony
according to a telegram from
before the House committee
per cent.
Congressman Frank A. StubThe legislation, which was today, of "drastic effects" on
blefield.
mowed to the Senate floor for the nation's economy if thequick action, went far beyond strike eontinued.
R. B. Blankenship, Small
legislation requested by Pres- The vote in the Senate
Business Administration District
ident Nixon who asked only that committee was 13 to 1. It took
Director in Louisville, notified
the strikers be ordered back to (Coatinued'oe Page Nine)
Stubblefield that a "lack of small
work until July 1 while
business funds and bank parDr. James N. Roberts
negotiations resumed.
ticipation funds prevented the
The proposed legislation apan being granted until this
proved by the Senate Labor
time" but that "all is now in
Committee was in line with.a
building will be of Corinthian design to blend In with the general order and the loan is being made
BRANCH BANK CONSTRUCTION UNDERWAY—
similar
settAment imposed by
today.
effective
is
bank
branch
The
University.
State
Murray
architecture of
Construction of the University Branch of the Beak of Murray Is
Congress in another nationwide
located across from Tom's Pizza Palace on Highway 641 North.
0
underway and workmen can be seen in this photo pouring
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheen
Dr. James N. Roberts, son of rail strike almost six months
concrete for one of the walls of the basement of the building. The
Harold Beaman, director of the
and Mrs. Frank Roberts of ago when four other unions
Mr.
nursing home said this morning
Murray, returned to his home in were given pay increases of 13
"We are in the process of adding
Mich., last week per cent.
Farmington,
to the facility and .we hope to
The wage increase recom- The Murray Division of the
two months of
spending
after
break ground within the next ten
stopped its
volunteer work on the S. S. Hope mended by the Senate group Tappan Company
days."
Tappan
ranges with
67
about
to
out
of
come
production
would
in Kingston, Jamaica.
cents additionally an hour to the regular shifts on Monday,
teach
to
were
duties
His
Beaman said that the nursing
May 17, due to the railroad work
highest-paid signalmen.
home at present has 40 beds and current techniques to upgrade
as
came
action
Senate
The
stoppages.
by
service
their level of dental
Stephen G. Nanny of Murray that they would lose four beds due
personnel
clinical teaching, and to lay the House Commerce Commit- Macon Blankenship,
was promoted to the rank of to kitchen expansion, but that
tee considered similar legisla- manager of the Murray Division,
for
work
ground
further
sergeant on May 1 while on they plan to add 56 new beds in
establishment of a dental schdol tion, with congressmen making made the announcement at about
temporary duty of six months the expansion to make a total of
it clear they did not like the 11 a.m. on Monday.
the West Indies.
for
beds
with the Air Force in Thailand. al
The Calloway County Exborn October idea of being strike breakers. Three departments of the plant
was
Roberts
Dr.
Nanny left in July 1970 for an
and
tension Board came before the
1, 1933, in Mountain City, Tenn. "We're getting fed up with including the Foundry, Drill,
eighteen months tour of duty on 'Stubblefield Endorses
their
on
Rcontinuing
Devine,
Samuel
are
Rep.
Cleaning
it,"
Calloway County Fiscal Court on
High
He graduated from Murray
the island of Guam. He is with the
time
May 13, and requested the Court
School in 1950 and received his B. Ohio, told Labor Secretary work schedules for the
department.
communications
money
additional
For
President
them
Mills
to furnish
Education from Murray James D. Hodgson during the being, according to Blankenship.
Art
in
S.
The Murray man, son of Mr
Some men are working today
fur the coming year.
State University and his D. D. S. hearing.
and Mrs. Lester G. Nanny, WASHINGTON (UPI)—
Spokesmen for the Board inRep. John Moss, D-Cal., only, Tuesday, in the press and
1960.
in
University
Louis
St.
from
volunteered for four years with Kentucky Congressman Frank A.
dicated that the local extension
the enamel departments, the perHe served in the U. S. Navy from asked Hodgson whether
the Air Force in April 1969. He Stubblefield joined four other
service needed additional funds
intervention of Congress was sonnel manager said.
1, 1963.
July
to
1960
1,
July
had his basic training at congressmen Monday in an
of collecin order to retain a third county
A partial crew is still working
At present Dr. Roberts is on the not "an impairment
"Perhaps if we could forget our agent who works with the 4-H
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas, endorsement of Rep. Wilbur D.
bargaining."
Sgt. Stephen G. Nanny
the shipping department
in
tive
senior staff of Henry Ford
troubles as easily as our program. Calloway County has
and further training at Fort Mills, D-Ark., as a candidate for
His Congress gave reluctant pri- loading the orders on trucks.
Mich.
Detroit,
in
Hospital
blessings, we would live better" had a third agent since the late GOOD EXCUSE
Worth, Texas, and Wichita Falls, the 1972 Democratic Presidential
Tappan has its own fleet of trucks
department is prosthetic prac. Morning News, Dallas.
Texas.
Nomination.
1940's. It was also noted that
transportation as well as
for
Paper
Available
for
tice. He is also team dentist
other expenses,such as secretary WIGAN, England (UPI)—A Sgt. Nanny is a graduate of
using all the commercial truck
now
those
is
Detroit
and
Times
and
Lions
Detroit
statement,
Ledger
The
the
joint
a
In
salary, supplies, rent, etc., had court Monday cleared Brenda Murray High School and attended
Blankenship said.
candidacy Tigers.
available daily at Beane's lines available,
United States newspapers risen and called for an increased Welsby, 20, of a careless Murray State University before endorsing a Mills'
Division had a
Murray
The
is
The
J.,
John
Verna
wife,
Pottertown.
Reps.
Dr. Roberts'
Grocery at
included Stubblefield,
driving charge when she told his enlistment.
receive 64 per cent of their
units at the
1365
of
production
Nine)
(Continued on Page
J. Rooney, 1)-N.Y., 0. C. Fisher, from Carmi, Ill. They have three paper will be available at the
them she had hit a highway
newsprint from Canada, 33 per
time the production was stopped
eleven,
afternoon
McMillan
age
Jennifer,
the
on
children,
L.
store
John
grocery
and
D-Tex.,
bridge after sneezing.
cent from the United States and
WHEEL COVERS STOLEN and William Jennings Bryan Julia, age nine, and Brian, age that it is printed and residents of on Monday. The local plant now
three per cent from Europe.
on its payroll,
Her lawyer, Clifford Barker, Two wheel covers were stolen Dorn, both D-S. C.
six. He has one brother, Dr. the area may pick up a copy has 875 employees
Blankenship said.
said that a sneeze was like an from the 1969 Dodge Charger of
Gerald F. Roberts of Rolla, Mo. there
Rep. James A. Burke, D-Mass.,•
Act of God and could not be Ken Thomas parked at the
In 1950 we got 80 per cent from Kentucky: Fair today, inavoided. Miss Welsby. who Tappan Company parking let. has been rounding up support for
west
tonight
cloudiness
creasing
time
that
Canada. Since
escaped with cuts and bruises, according to the report made to Mills. Burke serves on the House
newspring mills built in the with a chance of thundershowers
Newspapers Warned
siad the sneeze came without the Murray Police Departme:it Ways and Means committee
United States have increased developing over the remainder of
warning.
where Mills is the chairman.
on Monday at 11:35 am
their output using regular Lob the state Wednesday. Little
change in temperatures. High
Lolly Pines.
Mills had not discouraged the
today and Wednesday mostly in
Burke movement, but says he is
the 80s,lows tonight mostly in the
not a candidate. He adds,
Sammons Bakery in North Side 60s.
however, that in the "unlikely"
Shopping Center makes such nice
event the convention nominated
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
wedding cakes that this week one
him he would accept.
of their productions goes all the
Including Monday's group, at
extended
The
Kentucky:
way to Louisville. Take a look at
The Murray Business and bership equalization and another least 21 house members have
through
Thursday
outlook,
those four and five deck affairs
Professional Women's Club was for doing so before December 1, endorsed Mills for President.
and you'll agree they really are Saturday, shows a chance of presented the state award for 1970, at the state meeting
showers Thursday. Generally
"Personal Development and
Attending the convention from
(Continued on Pape Nine)
fair Friday and Saturday except
Culture" at the golden an- the murray Club were Mrs Opal
nora slight chance of showers
niversary convention of the Roberts, president, Mrs. Annie
theast. Cool nights and pleasant
FRANKFORT, KY. (UPI) —
LOUISVILLE, Ky. UPfl—
Kentucky Federation of B. & P. Nance, incoming vice-president,
days. Lows mostly in the 40s,
Sen. Walter (Dee) Huddleston,
Robert Matthews, campaign
W. Clubs held May 14-16 at the and Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker,
highs in upper 60s and lower 70s.
charged
D—Elizabethtown,
chairman for former Gov. Bert
Phoenix Hotel,Lexington.
delegate.
campaign
the
that
today
Memorial
of
Kindergarten
The
telegrams
Combs, Monday sent
The award received by the The Murray Club is oneref the
headquarters of former Gov.
Murray Club was based on clubs in District I which holds the Baptist Church will have its End- to newspapers throughout
nineteen
Haley,
Bert T. Combs "by threat and
Neal
Randy
in
"participation
civic traveling gavel for the largest Of-School Program Thursday, Kentucky, warning that libel
was attempting to
intimidation"
year old man from the Brewers
church
the
in
p.m.
:30
u
at
20,
May
for
prepared
being
suits are
organizations other than their membership increase and
keep newspapers and broadcast
Community, died Monday at five
possible use against newspapers
own and delving in and studying maintaining that membership. auditorium.
stations from running the
p.m. at the Baptist Memorial The Home Department of the arts, crafts, and learning more The District was presented a All friends and relatives of carrying ads allegedly prepared
campaign material of Lt. Gov,
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
Murray Woman's Club will have about the history of the state." certificate for this achievement Kindergarten are encouraged to in behalf of Lt. Gov. Wendell
The young man had become ill a luncheon at the Colonial House The club was presented a special at the state
Wendell H. Ford.
meeting. Glenda come and other visitors are - Ford's gubernatorial candidacy.
three years ago. His death was Smorgasbord on Thursday, May plaque for this award.
In a statement released here
Matthews said the ads in
Coram and Nancy Burnett are welcome.
reported to be due to tumors on 20, at 12:30 p.m.
Huddleston, Ford's campaign
The Murray Club also received District I Director and Assitant After the program a reception question contain false statements
the brain. He was a member of
manager, charged that Combs'
Presenting the program will be a certificate award for memwill be held in the Fellowship Hall relative to Combs' position on
(Continued on Page Nine
campaign organization had
a group from the Readers
the Hardin Church of Christ.
for everyone, a spokesman said. taxes. Combs and Ford are opHaley is survived by his Theatre of Murray State
"made false charges against
Morning Session,. Teacher, ponents in next Tuesday's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Neal University.
Ford's advertising and tried to
Mrs. Jerrell White. Students are Democratic Gubernatorial
Haley, two sisters, Miss Regina
threaten action against the
Luncheon plates are two
Vincent Alton, Mark Boggess, Primary.
Haley and Miss Sarah Haley, and dollars each. Hostesses will be
newspapers and broadcast
Lisa Earhart, Curtis Edens,
The campaign chairman for
one brother, Marty Alana Haley, Mesdames Dwight Crisp, E. W.
stations."
Melissa Emerson, Shannon Combs said the telegrams emall of Brewers; grandparents, Riley, G. C. Ashcroft, K. T.
Huddleston said "by threat and
Gardner, Renee Garner, Duke phasize that the ads "contain
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Haley of Crawford, and R. D. Langston.
'intimidation they are trying to
Horan, Velvet Jones, Bart statements categorically false."
keep the newspapers and
Brewers and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Loving, Marc Mayfield, David
"According to Court decisions,
broadcast stations from running
Yates of Mayfield Route Five. Jack Wilson Initiated
McCuiston, Randy Peeler, Monty newspapers so warned run such
Funeral services will be held
the campaign material of Ford
Ray, Mark Roberts, Timmy ads at their own risk," he said.
by letters and telegrams to the
Wednesday at two p.m. at the Into UM Honor Socety
Thornton, Stacey Underhill,
Ford has claimed in his
media.
chapel of the Linn Funeral Home, Jack D. Wilson of Murray was
Kevin Wheatley, and Melissa campaign speeches that Combs
"They have made false
Benton, with Bro. Emmett Clark one of sixty-five University of
York.
supports a National Education
and Bro. Leroy Lyles officiating. Mississippi students and faculty
charges against Mr. Ford's
Afternoon Session: Teacher. Association-Kentucky Education
advertising and have tried to
Burial will be in the Brewers members initiated into the Ole
Mrs. Steve Ware. Students are Association package for KenKritt tucky which would impose such
threaten action against the
Cemetery with the arrangements Miss chapter of Phi Kappa Phi,
Adams,
Larrydale
newspapers and broadcast
by the Linn Faneral Home of the highest scholastic honor
Allbritten, Jon Mark Billington, taxes as a doubling of the state
stations," Huddleston said
Renton, where friends may call. attainable at the University.
Ronnie Bryan, Gina Coy, David cigarette tax and removing a
MURRAY members of the local Business and Profess onal Denton" John Hendrick,,Phillip
In Louisville, Combs camMembership in the national
freeze on property tax rates.
The family has reqUested that Organization is open to juniors Women's Club attending the state convention hi Lexington the Houston, Mark Manners, Lisa
paign manager Robert Matthews
Combs has repeatedly denied
in lieu of flowers that memorial who have attained at least a 3.7 pest weekend were, left to right, Mrs. Annie Nance, incoming McCarty, Laura McConnell, the ,charges made by the
• said today the charges were
contributions be- made to the average on a 4.0 scale and seniors vice-president. Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker, dab delegate, and Mrs. Monica Nance, James Parham, Lieutenant liovernor.
false.'
,,s,.....
Marshall County School for tsho NriSfe altairied-a 3 5 Iveta-ge- Opal Roberts, presides,. The three women aim plan in attend the Satan Smith, Angela Urban, and
national club convention to be held In Cleveland, Ohio, In Jut'.
Exceptional Children in Benton. on all work attempted
Barry Wyatt.
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Faulty Perspective

Peking's 'thaw' based
on push for U.N. seat
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

And one Russian diplomat
here, commenting on the fiveyear trade plan, is known to
have said.
"That's just the type of
agreement we've been trying to
sign with them for years, but
haven't been able to."
The Chinese have extended
only one-year peels to the

By JAMES CARY
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON
—
The
United States believes that
Peking's invitation to a U. S.
table tennis team and three
U. S. newsmen to visit China is
one of a widening number of
moves aimed at gaining ad-.
mittance to the United Nations
this fall.
Falling into the same
category are the establishment
of diplomatic relations with an
increasing number of nations
and the expenditure of more
than $1 billion in foreign aid
last year, with much of it going
to Africa.
In each instance the apparent
motivation is to build good will
and a favorable climate for
voting the Peking regime in
and the Nationalist Chinese
regime out when the annual
U. N. vote is taken, probably in
November.
During the intervening
months officials here look for
only cautious and gradual new
moves by China to establish
closer contacts with the United
States.
Among the most likely
developments are the admission of a few more
newsmen and other Americans
on visits to China and acceptance by China of an expected U.S. invitation for a
Chinese table tennis team to
visit the United States.
No major breakthroughs are

TUESDAY—MAY 18, 1971

Ten Years Ago Today
LIDO= ai TIMIS PILE

A new Kiwanis Club was organized in Murray under the
sponsorship of the Paris, Tenn., Kiwanis Club. Maurice
Christopher is the Murray president.
Dr. Walter Blackburn, head of tthe Department of Physical
Sciences at Murray State College, will speak at the Livingston
Central High School commencement on May 25.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry of Murray has been elected recording
secretary of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs.
Dr.and Mrs. William Pogue,Harold Beaman,Don Gilbert, Jim
Irby, and Z. C. Enix are attending the state convention of
Jaycees in Louisville.

20 Years Ago Today
LIDO= fa =MS FILE

Marilyn 0. Arnold, senior at New Concord High School, and
Peggy Rowland, senior at Murray High School, have been
awarded scholarships in nursing education at Murray State
3'
College.
Pvt. Gerald D.Humphries,son of Mr.and Mrs. Lee Humphries,
has sailed from Seattle, Washington, for Alaska or the Korean
Theatre of war.
A total value of ;1572.00 in money and gifts was received by the
Murray Hospital on May 12 in observance of National Hospital
Day, according to Jack Walkup, administrator of the local hospital.
Membersand sponsors of the Girls Auxiliary of the First
Baptist Church who took part in the recent coronation service at
the church are pictured today.

Constitution Guarantees
Only The Right To Dissent
should be overthrown.
By LOUIS CASSELS
The war in Vietnam may be
UPI Senior Editor
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The a disastrous mistake, but it
Constitution guarantees my would be a far greater disaster
right to dissent from the to undermine, paralyze or
policies of the US. government. overthrow a system of governIt does not give me the right ment which, for all its defects,
to inflict hardship or inconve- remains the best guarantor of
nience on you in order to social order and human freedom man ever has been able to
dramatize my discontent.
This important distinction devise.
was overlooked or ignored by
the people (let' stop calling
them "kids"—the term is
NOTICE
wildly inappropriate) who made
If you dassiot receive your
an abortive attempt this week
paper by six p.m. call 753to shut down the machinery of
9269 between 6:00 and 6:30
the federal government.
p.m.
These people believe that the
war in Indochina is a wicked
waste of human life. That is a ••••••••••*****
perfectly legitimate point of •
Adults Allm
view. It is shared, according to •
SEATS SHOWS
the latest public opinion polls,
•
75341333
by a clear majority of
(kSPII,14:4X
AAA,
Americans.
They also feel—with reason—
*LAST NITE 7:00-9:00 •
that President Nixon has been
4` runaway hilarity when •
unresponsive, and even openly
contemptuous, of peaceful demonstrations of opposition to * DON WOW *
* runs dovnt°WHO—
*
the war.
-So; they say, the time has
HOienb
come to resort to direct action
* • ,.'. E P'
. ,•,.E . TECHNICOLOR.041
to disrupt the functioning of the •
:.-'
'
•
government and compel it to • Starts Tomorrow:
*
halt the war.
-.•
It is this Third step in their • DOUBLE FEATURE
* Matinee D
logic which calls for careful •
*aily
C
consideration.
•
NAKED
ANGEL
*
There certainly may be *
*
— Also —
•
circumstances-in- which mere/ *
•
duty may strive a person to •
PIT STO
Lake hostile action against his
government. Our forefathers
felt that such circumstances
existed in 1776, and most of us *LAST DAY Piir
a
would be highly sympathetic
with any Russian, Czech, Pole
or Mainland Chinese who felt
C
that such circumstances exist
in his country today.
•
But let us be very clear on
the point: Any deliberate
attempt to disrupt the function- • FOR ADULTS ONLY
ing of a government, for
Tomorrow
whatever Motive, is by defini- * Starts
tion an act of revolution. To *SENSUALLY
argue that the US. government *
LIBERATED
diould be disrupted is exactly
FEMALE IX J
tantamount to saying that its ;************54
authority is illegitimate and

anticipated, but officials
emphasize this does not mean
Washington is not highly
pleased by the new developtounty officials was to determine ments — although still very
course. Citizens can have the bow bootlegging in Murray and surprised.
Strad kiteRig
There " -also-an—outsidekind of law enforcement they Calloway county could be made
desire but they must also support more difficulty and penalties as chance, they say, that the inAnd the disdples went and did as Jesus had commanded Dear Editor;
officials- and give their severe as legally possible. An vitation to the U. S. table tennis
'
cooperation to the courts. item of prime consideration was group was partly in response to
them.—Matthew 21:6.
I know you have a keen interest Records show that
What a different world this would be if all of Christ's disciples
where that sixty-five percent of the moves by President Nixon
in keeping your readers informed
obeyed Him implicitly.
bootleggers are tried by jury voters on April 20 did not favor easing U. S. travel and trade
about affairs in the community. many times citizens
refuse tc the legal sale of liquor in Murray restrictions imposed on China
Therefore I am submitting the vote to convict and all the
legal and since then have preferred at the height of the cold war.
following information.
With the violence of the
work is wasted."
Since the local option election In a meeting with arresting that the illegal sales be controlled cultural revolution now gone.
to the maximum.
on April 20 the members of the
China has moved rapidly back
officers consisting of sheriff, city tATI. ' officials
expressed into world diplomatic activity.
Steering
Committee
of
the
recent
by Carl Riblet Jr.
police and state troopers tho latitude for support given to Since last October it has
Dry League Committee have met
problem of getting reputable Them hi this matter of illegal established diplomatic
with city and county officials on
Whenever you meet up with a public relations or two occasions. One session was citizens to provide effective in- sales of liquor and indicated they relations with Canada, Chile,
for warrants and to were always available to work Equatorial Guinea, Italy,
publicity person, or a flack, as some newspaper- with the county judge, county formation
testify in court when necessary with representatives of any group Ethiopia, Nigeria, Kuwait and
attorney,
sheriff, city-county
men call them, be advised that he may have been
was discussed_ One officer for the improvement of our Camefoon.
hired to make something or somebody look good detective and mayor of Murray. stated, "The current laws for community
Negotiations for mutual
The group reviewed the Kenlike the wicked, tucky Revised Statutes related to making arrests and holding
recognition are under way with
that may not be good at all
Belgium. Austria has anwicked woman who veils her smoldering eyes at the illegal sale of liquor in dry prisoners in custody make it very
Yours truly,
difficult
to
nounced it will try to open talks
make
unarrests
Wayne M. Williams
church and clasps the biggest prayer book in the territory and the technicalities of pleasant or
, with the Chinese soon and.there
inconvenient.
search
and
seizure.
One
judicial
congregation.
are indications three new
official pointed out that, The Citizens can be helpful by
"Watch out for ax grinders!
African nations may do
providing
prosecuting
officials
laws will be enforced. It must be
GERMAN STATESMAN HURT likewise. They are Mauritius,
-with accurate information
You will know them by the tub
remembered that the same laws
BONN (UPI) —West German Tunisia and Senegal.
thumpers who go before."
that convict and impose fines and relative to illegal sales of liquor." Foreign Minister Walter Scheel
In all Gana now has sent
—Rules For A Cub Reporter
sentences also provicle for The state troopers reported that and his wife
`‘,
red minor ambassadors to 38 nations. It
recent
court
decisions
had
given
judicial discretion Whether we
ti.. official car recalled all but one during the
them certain possibilities they injuries when
like it or not even the rights of the
they were riding in collided cultural revilution — and that
ILL'IRAINW GltAists
have
not
recently had in ap,guilty must be protected
one, Huang Hua, who was then
with a taxi Monday.
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) — THIEF ROBS AMTRAK
and
maximum prehending persons that tran- The driver of the taxi died in assigned to Cairo, is expected
Four out of every 10 high HUNTINGTON, W. Va. (UPI) Minimum
sport liquor illegally. Another
the crash and his passenger to be the new envoy-to Canada.
school graduates are inadequa- —The nationwide rail strike penalties are prescribed by problem discussed was
persons suffered serious injuries.
Monday
halted
operations
of
Huang, 61, is known as a
atatute,
and
then
it
becomes our
tely trained in the "fundamenarrested for driving while inScheel and his wife were .skilled diplomat who speaks
tal skills" of reading, writing Amtrak, the new national rail responsibility to decide the most
practical course." Another of- toxicated and sentence changed traveling on the Autobahn from fluent English. From his new
and arithemetic, according to network.
in
Nevertheless,
an
optimistic
ficial
pointed out that, "Where to reckless driving,
thePacific Telephoto Co..
Bonn to the Bonn-Cologne post in Ottawa he would be
The
purpose
for
which
the.I.
;
,.port
thief
broke
into
to
the
Amtrak
board
plane
for
there
'is
a
chance 10 obtain a
The company's - president,
citizens of the Steering
excellent position for
Jerome Hull, says 300,000 job office here when ticket agent conviction on a second or third
Bucharest when the crash an
mittee met with the cityC°111-1—
"America watching." That is
and;ioccurred.
applicants are interviewed each Edward Gabbard stepped out offense we will persue that
precisely what officials here_
year and almost half "will not for a minute.
think one of his prime
Police
said
the
thief
escaped
meet even our modest basic
assignments will be.'
with $208.50.
requirement."
Paralleling the diplomatic
offensive has been China's
generous dispensing of aid.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

1

Isn't It The Truth!

r

Soviets,
China is also putting $400
million into building the
Tanzam railroad into Tanzania
and Zambia.
Other
significant
but
'unknown amounts of aid are
knewn to have gone to Mali.
Chad and c;ther African
nations.
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Watch for SPECIAL PICTURES
AT Very SPECIAL PRICES

Al
Goo

* VOTE FOR *

It was the largest Angie cash
-CLintributor in helping Peru
recover from a recent violent
earthquake. It contributed
heavily to East Pakistan Iasi
year after a devastating
cyclone killed thousands. It has
provided flood relief to
Malaysia and Romania and
recently signed a 6300 million
aid agreement and five-year
trading pact with Romania.
Information received here
indicated that entire industrial
plants will be shipped into
Romania under the aid plan.

FREEMAN
HOCKENSMITH
Candidate For

Commissioner
of
Agriculture
Democratic Primary May 25th
"A Proven Farm Leader"
EXPERIENCED
Former Chairman U.S.D.A.
Agricultural Stabilization &
Conservation 'Committee
A Successful Franklin County Farmer

LOOKING BACK - Ohlors
State Auditor .Jos/Th '1'
Ferguson looks back oh :in
interesting political
as he blows out Ciirld

his 79th birthday
Colorobtu -.
w..
atiditm ft• It; year , .t,uit:ind
ing iii
state treasuier- tot
IT1
in

Sponsored by
"Friends for Hockensmith'

COLLISION KILLS 7
BANGKOK (UPI) —Police
reported today that seven
railway workers were killed
and another injured Sunda)
a locomotive
night when
crashed into a track car they
were riding in Nakhon Sawan
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*. Starts Wednesday *
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HOT PANTS LAW
A bill to legalize hot pants
and miniskirts in the streets of
New York has been presented
to the City Council. Under the
present law a woman can be
jailed for up to 10 days if she
appears in public with.her body
between the shoulders and
midway between her hips and
knees uncovered.
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Performance Against Orioles 6-3
Yankees Turn In 'Outstanding'

National League
East
mistakes."
By NEIL HERSHBERG
stole second and scored on
W. L. Pct. GB
A 25-game basketball schedule has been announced for
The Yankees capitalized on Michaels' single.
UPI Sports Writer
New York
21 12 636 ...
Murray State University by coach and athletic director Cal
The New York Yankees are a the Baltimore miscues to score White, hitless in his other
Pittsburgh
21 14 600 1
Luther. A 26th game, scheduled with Miami University, fell
finally beginning to make three unearned runs. In the three at bats, felt ill in the late
through when Miami dropped basketball.
St. Louis
20 15 .571 2
believers out of thernselvos second inning Kenney was safe afternoon because of a tooth
Chicago
18 17 .514 4
Luther said he would like to fill the Dec. 4 date left vacant by
nervous is the sore knee ot hot- with their new-found confidence at first on shortstop Mark extraction and almost decided
By JOHN [(EMMY
Montreal
13 14 .481 5
Miami's cancellation if an opponent could be found.
SALT LAKE CITY (UPI) - shooting, playmaking guard corning at the expense of the Belanger's throwing 'error. Af- not to play. But he asked
Philadelphia
11 22 .333 10 "The winner is going to be the Mery Jackson. The former Baltimore Orioles.
The Racers will play in the University of Evansville's holiday
ter executing the first of his manager Ralph Houk to insert
West
tournament Dec. 29-30 along with Seattle, the University of the
team with the hot hand and no University of Utah star, dubbed The Yankee took advantage two steals, Kennedy scored on him into the lineup just before
W. L Pct. GB other single factor will make "The Magician," is taking of three Baltimore errors and Gene Michael's single.
Pacific, and Evansville. Four teams, Arkansas Tech, Illinois
game time.
San Francisco
27 10 .730
State, Western Carolina, and Corpus Christi, appear on the
cortisone and zylocaine shots to three stolen bases to defeat the In the eighth inning, Bobby
that much difference."
Manager Earl Weaver
Atlanta
18 18 .500 8/
2 That's the way former Boston keep the pain to a minimum.* Orioles, 6-3, behind the com- Murcer and Danny Cater hit Oriole
1
Racer schedule for the first time and another, DuQueane,for the
the Orioles' dismal
off
wrote
Los Angeles
18 19 .486 9 Celtics great Bill Sharman sizes Jackson saw only 16 minutes bined seven-hit pitching of Mel back-to-back singles. Felipe
first time in a number of years.
"The day after
performance.
17 19 .472 9/
2 up the game tonight between of action in the
1
Other non-conference foes include Bradley, Oral Roberts, Houston
105-102 Stottlemyre and Jack Aker.
routine
hit a
Alou then
trip into
13 22 .371 13 his Utah Stars and former Kentucky victory at Louisville Roy White, who almost sat grounder to third baseman an off-day or the first
Cincinnati
Lobisiana College, and Parsons.
like we play
look
never
we
town
San
25
10
Diego
.286 16 teammate Frank
The complete schedule follows:
Ramsey's Saturday.
out the game because of a Brooks Robinson. Robinson's well," saicieWeaver. "Despite
Monday's Games
Kentucky Colonels for the -The only thing that's going wisdom tooth extraction, hit a peg was in time to get Murcer the errors, I'm still satisfied
Pitts 6 Montreal 5
Dec. 1 Askansas Tech
Murray
championship of the American to heal that knee is six weeks two-run homer in the first at the plate but catcher Elrod the way we're swinging the
At 4 New York 3 (12 inns)
Dec. 11 Illinois State
Murray
to two months rest," said inning and Jerry
Basketball Association.
Kenney Hendricks ("Popped the ball, bath."
Phila 3 Cincinnati 2
Dec. 13 Western Carolina
Murray
The Stars and Colonels have Sharman. "But we just can't "stole" two runs to lead the allowing Murcer to score.
In other American League
Dec. 15 Bradley
Peoria,M. Houston 2 San Diego 0
Kenney's sacrifice fly scored
battled through six rugged bench him for the final game." Yankee attack.
Today's Probable Pitchers
Dec. 18 Oral Roberts
Murray
games with each team winning
"We played an outstanding Cater to wrap up the New York action Boston defeated Detroit,
San Francisco (Bryant 3-1) at three times on its home floor.
3-2, Cleveland whipped WashDec. 29-30 Evansville Tournament (Evansville, Seattle,
game," Stottlemyre (4-1) said scoring.
Evansville,Ind. Chicago (Pappas 4-4)
University of Pacific)
But for the Colonels to
of the Yanks' performance. Kenney also scored in the ington, 6-3 and Minnesota edged
Montreal (Stoneman 4-2) at emerge as ABA champs, they
Murray
Jan. 8 Louisiana College
"We took advantage of their fourth inning when he singled, California, 3-2.
Pittsburgh (Johnson 2-2), night. must break a season-long jinx
Murray
Jan. 15 Morehead
Leading Batters
New York (Koosman 3-1) at in never being able to win at
Jan. 17 Eastern Kentucky
Murray
National League
Atlanta
night.
(McQueen
1-0),
Murray
Jan. 19 Corpus Christi
Utah's Salt Palace. In fact, the
G. AB R. H. Pet.
San Diego (Arlin 1-5) at Utah triumphs have usually
Cookeville,Tenn.
Jan. 22 Tennessee Tech
Garr, Atl
36 151 29 61 .404
Johnson City,Tenn Houson (Forsch 0-0), night.
Jan. 24 East Tennessee
been by wide margins.
36 140 21 54 .386
Los Angeles (Sutton 1-4) at On the line tonight in addition Davis, LA
Murfreesboro,Term
Jan.29 Middle Tennessee
Mays, SF
32 110 24 40 .364
Louis
St.
3-2),
(Cleveland
night.
Murray
Jan. 31 Western Kentucky
to the prestige of being ABA
By FRED DOWN
34 137 27 2§ .358
on homers by Clemente and
Philadelphia (Lersch 3-2) at champions is $8,000 in prize Brock, St.L
Murray
Feb.3 Parsons
UPI Sports Writer
in all three New York runs with
Mlln,
35
All
49
14
138
.355
Bob Robertson in the eighth.
Murray Cincinnati (Gullett 3-2), night. money to each player.
Feb.5 Austin Peay
Staub, Mont
28 99 18 35 .354 Roberto Clemente, the Pit- Clemente, who had been a two-run homer in the first
Wednesday's
Games
Pittsburg,Pa.
Feb.7 DuQuesne
Both teams were rather Torre, St.L
35 133 22 46 .348 tsburgh Pirates' four-time Na- retired in two previous crucial inning and a homer in the top
Richmond San Francisco at Chicago
Feb. 12 Eastern Kentucky
solemn in their final workouts Smmns, St.L 34 122 14 41 .336 tional League batting chamsituations, came through with of the 10th. Homers by Clete
Morehead New York at Philav, night.8
Feb. 14 Morehead
Monday. Walt Simon of the Bckrt, Chi
36 145 25 47 .324 pion, is considered most dange- the game-winning blow off Boyer and Orlando Cepeda
at
Montreal
Atlanta,
night.
Murray
Feb. 19 East Tennessee
Colonels summed up the feeling Grote, NY
32 106 16 35 .324 rous when he's complaining.
reliver Mike' Marshall after accounted for the Braves' early
Murray Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, night. of his teammates by saying,
Feb.21 Tennessee Tech
"I felt a little down because singles by Gene Alley and Dave runs off Tom Seaver, who went
League
American
Bowling Green San Diego at Houston, night.
Feb. 26 ;Western Kentucky
"We've got the best shooters on Oliva, Min
28 118 25 48 .407 I'm not playing the way I'm Cash. The victory enabled the 9 2-3 innings for the Mets.
Murray Los Angeles at St. Louis, night. our team and we're due to
Feb. 28 Middle Tennessee
28 104 11 34 .327 supposed to play," said the 36- Pirates to move to within one
Chi
Rchrdt,
Clarksville, Tenn.
American League
March 4 Austin Peay
break our jinx out there."
Monday game of first place in the Bob Priddy, who allowed the
outfielder
Kllbrw, Min
34 125 15 41 .325 year-old
Meta three hits and two walks
East
At the Stars' final workout, Rojas, KC
37 143 21 46 .322 night and then even speculated National League East.
but no runs in two innings, won
W. L. Pct. GB Sharman said, "I don't think
`They
retirement.
possible
on
.322
29
8
Holt, Min
90
32
Starter Luke Walker was his second game for the
21 11 .656
Boston
you can compare a seventh Toyer, Min
34 143 19 45 .315 always say, retire in your own tagged for five runs and five Braves.
19 14 .576 2/
2 series game-with any other one.
1
Baltimore
top.
on
you're
when
time, retire
Ystrznisk, Boo
hits in three innings but Jim
16 16 .500 5 The winner is going to be the
New York
32 108 27 34 .315 I'll quit when I should quit. No Nelson, Nelson Briles and
18
16
.471 6 team with the hot hand, and no
Detroit
when
me
tell
will
quit."
to
one
32 126 21 39 .310
Smith, Boa
Mudcat Grant shut out the
_ 15 20 .429 71
2 other single factor will make
/
Washington
32 118 14 36 .305 Clemente must be going Expos on two hits in the last
Jluun, Bal
, MURRAY, Ky. - Al Lindsey son Albert Lindsey Jr., Everett Cleveland
13 20 .394 8/
2 that much difference."
1
pretty bad this year? Wrong.
Home Raw
.Sr. and Jerry Foust won top
six innings enabling the Pirates
West
Wheeler, Gerrald Boyd and
One factor that has Sharman NATIONAL
LEAGUE: He's batting .295, has driven in to "get even."
honors in the West Kentucky
W. L. Pct. GB
Spann for the runner-up award.
night
Monday
and
runs
17
Bench, Cin and Stargell, Pitt
Skeet Championships held Sat- The team title went to Foust, Oakland
The Atlanta Braves scored a
25 14 .649 ...
13; Aaron, AU 12; Cepeda, AU delivered in the clutch with a 4-3 victory in 12 innings over
urday at the Jackson Purchase
Cobb, Tom Steveson, Mike Brad- Minnesota
19 17 .528 41
2
/
in
out
two
with
triple
two-run
Bonds,
and
Chi
11; Williams,
"Gun Club range between May- ford and William Roberts with Kansas City
the
18 19 .486 6
the ninth inning to give the the New York Mets,
SF 9.
field and Murray.
Philadelphia Phillies defeated
a 484 total.
18 20 .474 61
2
/
California
the
over
victory
6-5
a
Pirates
AMERICAN LEAGUE: Oliva,
Lindsey won the over-all title,
the Cincinnati Reds, 3-2, and
14 18 .438 7/
2
1
In the 12 gauge event, Steve Milwaukee
Minn 9; Powell, Bait, ash and Montreal Expos.
,breaking the most targets with
the Houston Astros downed the
13 20 .394 9
Fugate was class AA winner Chicago
going
.164
batting
Bailey,
Bob
Horton, Det and White, NY 7.
;four guns-12 gauge, 20 gauge, with Bradford runner-up; SteveSan Diego Padres, 2-0, in the
Monday's Results
three-run
a
hit
game,
the
into
Runs Batted In
28 gauge and 410 gauge. He won
only other scheduled National
son, class A numer-un: Roberts, Cleveland 6 Washington 3
NATIONAL LEAGUE: Star- homer in the first inning and a League games.
both the 28 and 410 gauge titles
York
3
New
Baltimore
6
secCobb,
and
winner
third
the
in
single
B
run-scoring
Class
33;
30;
Pitt
AU
gell,
Aaron,
cracking 97 with 28 gauge gun
whose .404
class C champ, Boston 3 Detroit 2
Santo, Chi 28; Torre, St.L and to pace the Expos to an early 5- Ralph Garr,
By Jane Brandon
and 91 with the 410. In addition, ond; Mrs. Snow,
and Wheel- Minnesota 3 California 2
runner-up;
Boyd,
and
0 lead. But the Pirates again batting average leads the NL,
26.
he was runner-up in the 20
SF
Mays,
(Only games scheduled)
win n e r, and B.
gauge event with 98 targets and er, class D
Saturday night proved to be one AMERICAN LEAGUE: Kille- got excellent pitching from tied the score with a 10th inning King
Today's Probable Pitchers
runner-up.
Schroder,
for the Edward
gauge,
12
the
class A champ in
of the most .exciting nights of brew, Minn 28; Powel1,6Balt their bullpen, nicked Carl homer and won it
American League
With tie 20 gauge, Dick Kar,
also downing 98 bird4
at Keeling Speedway. and Banda, Oak 25; Yastrzern- Morton for two runs in the Braves with another homer in
yet
racing
championMilwaukee (Pattin 3-3) at
drove PAN ETELA DELUXE
Lindsey was also seniors cher won the Class A
The most outstanding example ski, Bos 23; Northrup, Dot 21. third and closed the gap to 5-4 the 12th. Donn Clendenon
was runner-op. Oakland (Hunter (6-2), night.
Bradford
ship.
champion.
Timers race,
Minnesota (Kaat 3-1) or Hall was during the Fast
Floyd Dupwe topped class B
with twelve cars starting and
Jerry Foust took the 12 gauge and Dr. R. L Colley was sec- 1-3) at California (Murphy
1-5),
only three cars finishing.
championship by breaking 98 ond.
night.
6, shoved
targets. Tom Snow, who was
Chicago (Wood 1-2) at Kansas Jerry English,
was runnerup in the
Bradford
57, against
runnerup, also cracked 98 in the
Woodford,
Melvin
class
28 gauge event. Foust was
City (Hedlund 3-2), night.
Initial round.
Walston, 56, causing
Cleveland (McDowell 1.5) at Larry
Jim Shoulders edged Lindsey AA winner, Fugate was class Washington (McLain 4-5), night. Walston to hit Junior Keeling, 99,
A champ, and Roberts took the
forcing him off the emIn the 20 gauge shoot missing
Baltimore (Cuellar 3-1) at and
•
class B title. Dupwe was secinto the trees, thus
bankment
only one target.
ond in class A and Al Moreton New York (Peterson 3-21, night. disqualifying English from that
Tom and Mary Ann Snow
Detroit (Zepp 0-1) at Boston
second In class B.
race.
won the two-man title. Carl
(Siebert 6-0), night.
besecond
was
Jr.
Lindsey
Al
Three different cars went
Cobb and William Roberts were
Wednesday's Games
nind his father with the 410.
completely...
over the emsecond.
Milw at Oakland, night.
bankment. Also there were
In the five-man team competi- Karcher and Bradford were Minn. at Calif, night.
first and second, respectively,
several pile-ups on the track,
tion, Lindsey teamed with his
in class AA. Dr. Colley was Chicago at Kan City, night.
leaving flat tires, busted
class A champ and Cobb, run- Detroit at Cleveland, night.
radiators and other mishaps
ner-up and John Douglas won Baltimore at Wash, night.
Jerry English, 6, was the
New
at
York
Boston,
night.
class B with Wheeler, second.
winner of the feature, the only
race he finished of the night.
Melvin Woodford, 57, won the All
Winners race, placed third in the
fast timers race and third in the
feature and was the fourth to
qualifier. Other winners were
CHICAGO (UPI) -The Ion- another by compiling 27 points. Jerry Wyatt, 13, in the first heat,
seco
est season ever in the National
The Black Hawks held a brief Raymond Rodgers 26,
ey League ends tonight, workout Monday while the heat and Bill Keeling taking the
with the winner of the game Canadiens will take the ice third.
between the Chicago Black briefly this afternoon.
Top Four Qualifiers
Hawks and Montreal Canadiens
1. Larry Walston, 56, 22.71
picking up the Stanley Cup.
2. Jerry English, 6, 23.03
The two teams are tied three- IC4A ENTRIES
11 in the series. The Black NW YORK '(UP!) -A 3. Jesse Ladd, 77, 23.16
wks have played 105 games record numbir of team entries 4. Melvin Woodford, 57, 2:421
this season and the Canadiens was announced Monday for the
annual IC4A track` and Field
First Heat
107 games.
Championships which will be 1. Jerry Wyatt, car 13
will
it
win,
Hawks
the
Should
be their first Stanley Cup in 10 held May 28-29 at Franklin 2. Bill Adams, car 17
3. Rudy Collier, car 12
years and fourth in 45 years of Field in Philadelphia.
4. Dennis Carrigan, car 2
existence. The Canadiens are
5. Ross Tipton, car 16
going for a record 16th, and NBA SIGNS JOHNSON
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) their third in four years.
Second Heat
The home ice was expected to Erwin "Chip" Johnson, fourth
26
give Chicago the edge in the round draft choice of the 1. Raymond Rodgers, car
Augufrom
76ers
70
Philadelphia
car
Helfrey,
Tom
2.
final game, especially since the
Hawks have lost only once in sta (Ga.) College, Monday 3. Melvin Woodford, car 57
with 4. Larry Walston, car 56
nine home playoffs contests this signed a one-year contract
Associ- 5. Junior Keeling, car 99
Basketball
National
the
year.
Both coaches foresaw 1* ation Club.
ALL ROADS LEAD TO JERRY'S.
Losers Race
possibility of a seventh game
Sp, next time you're on the road,
SIGNED 1. Bill Keeling, car 24 Jr.
before the series got underway, MONTGOMERY
_ stop at the sign of good
San
44
car
-The
Hogue,
(UPI)
Paul
DIEGO
2.
SAN
1111*..
.0111111
and both were concerned now
eating: JERRY'S!
National
77
car
Ladd,
the
of
Jesse
Chargers
3.
Diego
whether their squads had
'
dar
up a 96-page ,
Pick
115
ancar
4. Roy Rodgers,
anything left for the nationally Football League Monday
Rand McNally 1971
348
Jack
of
Mooreland,
Jimmy
signing
the
nounced
5.
)
televised game.
4•19
.1
‘0
Road Atlas complete
back
Montreal Coach Al MacNeil Montgomery, a running
with tour guide of U.S.A.,
Winners Race
led the Canadiens to a third from Kansas State. Montgomecar 57
Canada, Mexico-a $1.00
place finish in the East ry was the Chargers' third 1. Melvin Woodford,
....F
value, only 490 at JERRY'S!
2. Bill Adams, car 17
Division, staging the biggest round draft choice.
3. Larry Bradford, car 13
by
upset of the season
HYLTON
LEADS
PETTY
4. James Hill, car 26
Bruins
Boston
the
eliminating
Respond Box 32-U
BEACH, Fla. 5. Dennis Carrigan, car 2
DAYTONA
-the highest scoring team, in
(UPI) -Richard Petty rethe history of the leaguer.'
Murray, Ky.
Feature Race
pained the leader in the latest
will
game
the
of
outcome
The
M
1. Jerry English, car 6
for .interview
rpbably depend on Hawks' All point standings released
WInsto 2. Jesse Ladd, citr 7'7
Star Bobby Hull and Montreal's day by the NASCAR
give name, address
held a 3. Melvin Woodford, car 57
Petty
Committee.
rY
Cu
Mahlovich
Mahovlich.
Frank
James 4. Larry Walston, car 56
over
lead
170-point
record by
and phone number. has set a14 playoff
5. Tom Helfrey, gar 70
goals and tied Hylton
scoring
•
••

Stars-Colonels Winner
To Be Decided Tonight

Major League
Leaders

Clemente Considered Most
Dangerous When Complaining

Lindsey and Foust Win
Honors At Skeet Shoot

9
IsstivIct°'

English Is
Disqualified
From Race

lo

AraYeling
1ly
1411,

Wante
To Hi

Automotive

„with a new,

Black Hawks-Canadiens Game
Ends Hockey Season Tonight

v•to-date
111 affair
bs
r3adat
from
itlerrgs!

Good Body Ma
who can bid
jobs and paint.
Must be willing
to relocate
in Illinois.
Employer is a
Kentucky boy.
Monthly pay
for right man
1,000 and up

uu:*:@
1 Lisa 1101

South 12th Street
Murray, Ky.
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Baptist Women Of
Sinking Spring
Has Regular Meet

Pennington-McKeel Engagement
Tuesday, May 18

Phi Delta Kappa will have its
installation dinner at the Faculty
dining room,MSU,at 6::NI? PM.
Dr. Hugh Noffsinger is the incoming president.
Composition Recital of Robert
Suffett, Shepardsville, will be at
the Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Buildings MSU, at eight p.m. No

charge.
Circle I of the WSCS of the
First United Methodist Church
will meet at the social hall of the
church at two p.m.
The Baptist Women of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at ten a.m.
The Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Hill Adams at one p.m.
• The WSCS of the Russell's
• Chapel United Methodist Church
will have a potluck supper at the
church at seven p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls will have
its installation offficers at the
Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
Mesdames C. C. Lowry, Robert
E. Johnson, Dale Nance, Joe
Prince, Hugh
Noffsinger,
Maurice Humphreys, James
Kline, and Jon R. Thompson as
hostesses.
The Baptist Women of the First
Baptist Church will meet at the
church nine a.m.
The Dorothy Group of the First
:Baptist Church WMS will meet
with Mrs.Jerry Upton at ten a.m.
with Mrs. Robert Fox as program
leader.
The executive board of the
tKirksey
School Parent-Teacher
•Z'Association will meet at the home
;.• -of Mrs. James Miller at one p.m.
The Faith Doran Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
will meet at two p.m. at the home
if7 of Dr. Raymond Carter, Lynn
Grove Road, with his mother,
"...Mrs. Grace Carter, as hostess.
Women's
Christian
•
: The
'<Fellowship of the First Christian
hurch will meet at the church
library at ten a.m. with Mrs. E.
D. Roberts in charge of the
program and Group I as
7/ hostesses.

County
Calloway
. The
' Association for Retarded
Children will meet at the Mental
1. Health Center at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 19

The Olga Hampton Baptist
Women of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church held its May
program meeting in the church
assembly room with the call to
prayer being given by Mrs. Terry
Sills.
A very inspirational study
session on "Training National
Leadership—Mexican Baptist
Thrust to the Future" was
directed by Mrs. Bobby Starks.
She was assisted by Mrs. Gerald
Dann Cooper, Mrs. Sonny
Lockhart, Mrs. Raymond
Crawford, Mrs. Billy Paschall;
and Mrs. Bill Collins.
The women discussed four
approaches the Baptist used to
reach students and develop
national leaders in the Mexican
work including student homes,
student centers, seminary, and
school of nursing.
Mrs. Eugene Jones and Mrs.
Crawford McNeely served
refreshments.
Others present, not previously
mentioned, were Mrs. Dub Hurt,
Mrs. Harding Galloway, and
Mrs. L. D. Warren.
Due to Vacation Bible School,
(NVUson Woones Photo)
the June meeting date will be
changed to June 14 with Mrs.
Miss Claudia Ann Pennington
Eugene Jones in charge of the
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Claudia study.
Ann Pennington to Daniel York McKeel Nis been announced by
her parents,Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Pennington, Jr., 13585 Robinhood
Drive, Garfield Hts., Ohio. The groom-elect's parents are Mr.
and Mrs.W.C. McKeel of Murray Route Four.

High School Pep
Club Has Meeting

TUESDAY—MAY 18, 1971

Those
attending
were
Mesdames Willard Ails, Palmer
Hopkins, George Layne, John
Paul Nesbitt, Larry Overbey,
Wallace
Perkins,
Gary
Smotherman,
Ed Thomas,
Kennth Thomas, Gary Burkeen,
The Gamma Gamma Chapter Dan Wall, Paul Fleming,
Jimmy
if Beta Sigma Phi sorority met Nix, Gene Skites, and Miss
Rita
xi Tuesday, May 11, at the home Farris.
if Mrs. Ed Thomas with fifteen
nembers present repeating the
ipening ritual.
Mrs. Martha Ails, presiden,,
reseed. Reports were given by
:he secretary and the treasurer.
ki local communication
was The Calloway County chapter
-eceived from Mrs. Robert of Future Teachers of America
had a last get-together in honor of
Hopkins.
Reports of the past months the Seniors, on Tuesday May 11,
social activities were given by at seven o'clock in the evening at
Mrs. John Paul Mesbitt. These the Murray City Park.
Recreational activities took
included the Founders Day
banquet and the afternoon picnic place until supper had been
held at the home of Mrs. Gar) cooked. The Seniors were
Burkeen. Another social is beini presented with a cake that had
"Good Luck to the '71 Grads"
planned.
written on it.
informal installation of
The service chairman, Mrs An
officers followed. The old officers
Judy Wall, said that a toal of
to the new$517.00 was contributed to the explained the duties
officers and asked if they would
Calloway County Drug Council as
responsibility.
a result of the Gamma Gamma accept this
officer and new officer are
Old
Talent Show held April 24. She
respectively: President,
said a cake was baked by Mrs. listed
Brittain, Sherry MitWallace Parkin and delivered to Barbara
vice-president, Reta
the RECC in appreciation for chell;
Gamble;
Vicki
their sponsoring the ad- Futrell,
Janey Kelso, Vickie
vertisement of the winners of the secretary,
Bolen; treasurer, Laura Sills,
Miss Laura Ann Todd (Lova Studio Photo) Talent Show.
Bucy; Parliamentarian,
Sherry
Plans for a summer project for
Tarea Roach;
the chapter was discussed. The Lyn Dunn,
Mr and Mrs. J. T. Todd of Murray Route Four announce the
Brower, Rhonda
meeting was closed with he ritual reporter, Jan
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Laura and
Black; photographer, Vickie
Mizpah. Mrs. Palmer
to Jerry Wayne Price, son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmore Price,
Gamble, Sandra Hargrove;
Hopkins and Miss Frances ArmRoute Two, Big Sandy, Tenn.
refreshment chairman, Sherry
strong were the hostesses for the
The bride-elect will be a senior at Calloway.County High School
Mitchell, Stacy Adams.
this fall. She is a member of the Beta Club, Calloway Chapter of eveening.
Future Teachers of America,and of the Pep Club. She was elected
queen of the New Providence Riding Club.
Mr. Price is a graduate of Grove High School, Paris, Tenn.,
and is employed by the Paris Electric Company,Paris, Term.
The wedding will be an event of Friday, July 30, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the Murray Woman's Club. Only out of
town invitations are being sent and all friends and relatives are
for the
invited to attend the wedding and the reception to follow at the
dub house.

Thomas Home Scene
Of Gamma Gamma
Chapter Meeting

July Wedding Planned

Mrs. Diuguid Is
Hostess For Meet
Of Church Circle

Peitaiurit

Divorce party

a kooky idea

SIM111•0 4MW0.M..0.4=1.04M1.041111B.0.1.01.

4•11.0.4=.0..M.01

DEAR ABBY: Have you ever heard of a divorce party?
Albert frny "ex") and his new wife are giving it to celebrate
the anniversary of his wife's divorce. Albert says he has
never been happier in his life. I am about to marry a terrific
guy and I've never been happier. Albert says they aren't
inviting anyone who hasn't been divorced. I"No sense
wasting good liquor on people who can't appreciate the
happiness a divorce brings," he says.)
My fiance says he'll go if I want to, but it sounds kooky
to him. What do you think?
DIVORCED AND HAPPY
DEAR DIVORCED: It
I've never been divorced.

sounds kooky to me. too. But then

DEAR ABBY: My boy friend will soon receive his Ph.D.
When he gets it should I start introducing him as "Doctor?"
I don't want to ask him because I don't want him to think I
am ignorant.
NOT SURE

it's a wife's duty to get her husband up in the morning.
How can I get her to quit calling us? I am pregnant and
don't feel so hot anyway. And my husband is about to tear
YOUNG WIFE
his hair out.

• DEAR WIFE: Your mother

t

in taw is. correct, it is a
wife's duty to get her husband up—not his mother's. She may
mean well. but she should respect your wishes when you ask
her not to call. If you want to put an end to it, whelk the
phone rings—don't answer it.
DEAR ABBY: I have a 15-year-old son who is in the 10th
grade. A few years ago when he made his confirmation he
received a birthstone ring with five diamond chips in it. It's
worth about 8100.
Well, my son gave that ring to a girl he went with for
only two weeks. I told him that ring was a gift and he had no
right to give it away, He got very angry at me and said he
would get it back but he would never wear it again. He says

DEAR NOTr Net every Ph. D. wants to be addressed as
"Doctor." Ask your boy friend how he feels about it. It's
not a matter of ignorance. It's a matter of preference.

the ring belongs to him and he should be able to do anything
HIS MOTHER
he wants with it. Who it right?

DEAR ABBY: I am 18 years old and have been married
for three months My problem is that both my husband and I
overslept one morning and we were late to work, so now my-.
mother in law calls us every morning to be sure we are up. I
have asked her not to, but she calls anyway. She blames me
because my husband overslept. Abby, it happened only once,
and that was because we forgot to set the alarm She says

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Hoz 0700, I,o% Angeles. Cal.
WOW For • personal reply enclose 'tamped. addressed
es velope.

DEAR MOTHER: He Is.

JUST IN TIME

Prom & Graduation

Advertisement)
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ALL FORMALS REDUCED
/
1
2 Off

,also a
/ralladJ
,record
Not
Des
'talents
binatio
Hall."
report:
ten tin

GOWNS — ROBES —
PAJAMAS- LOUNGE WEAR
All Reduced 14
ALL MERCURY SHOES
R-E-D-U-C-E-D
SPRING

and

SUMMER

DRESSES REDUCED
'A Off
2

GROUPS Early Spring and Summer

DRESSES /
1
2 Price
GLOVES - SCARVES and
JEWELRY
REDUCED
PANT SUITS

1V
cc

by Act Ill, Jantzen, Mary Lane, Jean Castle

REDUCED Y3
Flattemit, Beauty Mist, Spirit
HOSE byREGULAR
and PANTY HOSE
Reduced /
1
2 Price

TOWN & COUNTRY
SHOP
Dixieland ShOpping
Center

Phone 753-8365

For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send fl to Abby. Bus WOO, Les Angeles, Cal. 341010.

1

I am a candidate for the City Council from
Ward "B".
It is my infention, if elected, to represent not
only the citizens who live in Ward B, but also all
citizens of the city of Murray, regardless of the
ward in which they might live.
:4 Having been a business man in MtaTay jor
over twenty-five yearsj feel that I have a grasp
•= of what the needs of the people of Murray are and
:f
- also feel that I can make a contribution toward
meeting these needs.
II will appreciate your vote in the May 25
i Primary, next Tuesday.

_ (Paid Political
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TO THE CITIZENS OF
MURRAY

.1. L. Ward

TV

Calloway -FR Has
Social At Park

The Calloway County High
School Pep Club held its last
meeting of the current school
year on Tuesday, May 4, in the
Jeffrey gymnasium.
Howard Crittenden, principal,
encourages and congratulated
the members of the spring sports.
Danny Guy, president, called
the meeting to order. The
"My Christian Experiences" by
secretary, Debbie Erwin, read
Saturday, May 22
Thursday, May 20
Glen King,brother of a local man,
the minutes of the last meeting
were distributed by Mrs. A. M.
the
and
gave
treasurer's report.
The Murray Chapter National Dance students of Lyndia
Thomas. It was announced that
New
officers
elected
were
will
Studio
Dance
meet
Cochran
will
Secretaries Association
Mrs. William Britton and Mrs.
Rodney Stations, president;
in the Council Room of the present "Entertainment Train"
Eaton attended the annual
Rhonda
Black,
vice-president•
Murray City Hall at seven p.m at the Murray State auditorium
Joyce Winchester, secretary
Mrs. James Diuguid opened assembly of Church Women
This is an important meeting and at 7:45 p.m. The public is invited
treasurer;
Debbie
Rogers
home on Sharpe Street for the United, and that six of ten
her
charge.
admission
all members are urged to attend. and there is no
reporter.
meeting of the Maryleona Frost Murray women present were
Circle of the Women's Society of Methodists
Christian Service of the First Refreshments were served by
The Business and Professional
Methodist Church held on the hostess.
United
Women's Club will hold its dinner
Tuesday, May 11, at nine-thirty
meeting and installation of ofo'clock in the morning.
ficers atthe Women's Club House
The program on "The Middle
at 6:30 p.m.
S. L. Williams of Hazel Route
Years—Time For New Risks and
Two has been dismissed from the
in
presented
Retirement"
was
Department
of the
The Some
two parts by Mrs. Johnny Western Baptist Hospital,
Murray Woman's Club will have
Walker. Mrs. A. M. Thomas was Paducah.
a luncheon at the Colonial House
the program leader.
Smorgasbord at 12:30 p.m. Plates
PAIR WITH PEACHES
Mrs. Nell Eaton, circle
will be $2.00 each. Hostesses are
Brighten
the meat platter with
with
presided
chairman,
Mrs.
Mesdames Dwight Crisp, E. W.
Diuguid reading the minutes and plentiful canned peaches. Spice
Riley, G. C. Ashcraft, K. T.
the syrup and simmer the fruit
giving the treasurer's report in
Crawford, and R. D. Langston.
In it for a few minutes before
the absence of Mrs. A. J. Kipp. draining
and serving the peach
Mrs. Gene Hendon and Mrs. - halves with beef, pork
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
or lamb.
Robert Ray Buckingham were Or bake peach halves cut side
Order of the Eastern Star will
members.
introduced
new
as
up and containing spoonfuls of
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
Copies of the travellogue of current jelly or cranberry sauce.
By Abigail Van Ruren
p.m.
Miss Peruungton is a graduate of .1%. Albans High School, St
Albans, West Virginia. She will graduate in August from Murray
State University where she is member of Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority.
receive his degree from Murray State University in December.
He is also employed at the McKeel Equipment Company, Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, August 1, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the First United Methodist Church,
Murray.

The Wadesboro Homemakers
Junior Recital of • Wanda
Club will meet at the home of Majors, and Janice
Haley,
Mrs David Palmer at one p.m. Owensboro Leitchfield, clarinet,
French Horn, will be at the
Ladies Day golf will be at the Recital Hall, Fine Arts Building,
Oaks Country Club at nine a.m. MSU, at eight p.m. No charge.
with Della Boggess as hostess.
.

BRAY, KENTUCKY

the compact 1971 Hornet makes
an ideal first or second car. The
2-door sedan holds five people.
Its standard engine is 135 horses.
MEMBERS OF THE lith graoe class of Faxon School

toured Port Donlon Nalisuel Park sad
other points of Interest near Dover, Tenn., and are
In front of tbe Dever Hotel where General
Buckner surrendered to General Grant and the pictured
treaty was signed. Tbey visited the avill War,
kluseum,toured the grounds. sal% an Interesting film on
the bettionst rgrt Dawkins,sad the military
cemetery there.

CAIN & TREAS
806 Coldwater Rd.

American
Motors
•

•

oak
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tending
were
lard Ails, Palmer
ge Layne, John
Larry Overbey,
Briar's,
Gary
Ed Thomas,
s, Gary Burkeen,
Fleming, Jimmy
Is, and Miss Rita

Speed scientists add
new aspects to racing

TV CAMEOS: Des O'Connor

Here's Britain's Brightest Comedian

-HA Its
Park

County chapter
hers of America
gether in honor of
Tuesday May 11,
in the evening at
Park.
activities took
pper had been
Seniors were
a cake that had
the '71 Grads''

Installation of
The old officers
Lilies to the newed if they would
°risibility.
i new officer are
rely: President,
in, Sherry Mit•esident, Reta
!Ili
Gamble;
y Kelso, Vickie
Br, Laura Sills,
?arliamentarian,
Tarea Roach;
3rower, Rhonda
rapher, Vickie
Ira Hargrove;
airman, Sherry
Adams.

Sebring when Donohue rolled a
Ferrari onto the grid.
Dondhue's Lola made the
strongest challenge of a for4-few years ago it was foolish nude against
the
to ask a driver or his crew formula ones before European
fuel pump
about race strategy.
problems sent the car to the
his
at
stare
would
The driver
pits in the second heat.
bright-colored racer and reply: •
Pertske's projects rest main"Just step on it." His crew ly with
Indianapolis cars and
chief would answer: "Tell bun the Trans-American
sedan
to go all out."
series. The latter is the
auto
win
But if you want to
factory.aupported American
races these days, it takes a bit Motors'
Javelins. The cammore than a "seat of the pants" paign
starts at Lime Rock,
approach. Engineers — some Conn.,
May 8.
of them in the cockpit as well —
This is the only operation still
refined
a
prompted
have
with financial help from the
revolution in garages and pits.
factory. Ford dropped. -its
With the great advancements
Mustang
and
Cougar
in design and techniques, auto programs,
Chrysler will not
racing has made tremendous support
the Challenger or
strides in recent years. Back
Barracuda, while Camaro and
yard specials have been the
Firebird will have to rely
replaced by sleek machines
even more on independent
planned by computers in
laboratory-appearing garages. sponsorships.
Penske does not feel a
Such speed scientists are Donohue victory with full
designer-builder-t support would be a shallow
millionaire
Roger Penske and drive Mark one. "The challenge is still
Donohue, a pair of polished there," he added. .
Pennsylvanians.
"We're building two cars ...
Both are engineers and planning to run only one at first
graduates of eastern colleges, with Mark doing the driving,"
Penske from Lehigh and Penske revealed. ".Then, we'll
Donohue from Brown. It might find out if we shouki go with a
be said that they majored in two or three-car team. The
engineering and added auto second will be driven by David
Hobbs."
racing as a minor.
Hobbs, an Englishman, has
The late Bruce McLaren
produced many winners in the been given added incentive
Canadian-American Challenge since Penske is preparing a car
Cup series but he feared the for him to drive at Inchallenges of Penske's Lola dianapolis.
with Donohue at the wheel.
"Hobbs did a terrific job in
Last year at Indianapolis, Al the long distance race (as
Unser was the winner. But his
crew considered the Penskerinnnhile LoLa as the one to
By JOHNNY McDONALD
Copley News Service

Popular British entertainer, Dm, O'Connor, returns to American television this
summer as the host of The Kraft Music Nall, starting Wednesday, Jun* 2, NBC.
•

By BILL DUNN
be smashes.) One song in par- him. Enjoying himself at it,
AN IMPORTANT part of ticular, "Careless Hands," went Aircraftsrnan O'Connor contin' television programming in re- to number three on the English ued to enter shows, winning
cent years has been the sum- charts.
many of the talent competitions
mer schedule. More and more,
Des O'Connor's appeal is quite Furloughs .Were spent at Eng,the networks are going in for far-reaching and even extends lish resorts playing the enterfirst-run entertainment rather to the Royal Family. He's had tainer-greeter-host to hundreds
91,
than a rehashing of the past the honor of giving several of screaming children and their
season yla reruns. In line with Command Performances and overwrought mothers, definitely
lhis thinking, NBC has sched- then meeting the Royal Family his toughest audience. But likuled "The Kraft Music Hall" individually. "Except for Prince ing the excitement and the
for fourteen Wednesday eve- Charies,'I Des reports. "I was thrill, 1)es decided to make
.. nings this summer. All of them supposed to have been intro- show business his career.
will be new hour-long music duced to him at the end of one
• • •
comedy specials. And Des show, but he had to dash otf."
AFTER
DISCHARGE from
'Connor. the affable EnglishDes O'Connor's successful en!nen, returns for a second sum- tertainment career, that now the RAF there were long, valuer season as the host.
has him performing before roy- able years on the English vaude• • •
alty, began quite by chance and ville circuit. In describing his
II WHILE DES may be a rela- on a much smaller scale. It was act then. Des said, "I was
tively new face to some, he is while serving in the Royal Air straining to be funny. . jump.
and
nythjng but a beginner. In spite Force without theatrical ambi- ing about and screaming
of his youthful good looks, tion or experience that Des oc- hurling my v'gice across the
'Connor has been on top of the casionally joked with friends by footlights."
,comedy scene in England for mimicking his superior officers.
Then without realizing it, Des
• • •
.1q, ulte a few years. He's already
changed his act because as he
/had eight successful shows on
IT WAS great fun, Des he- said "I fell sick one night
',English television. And Des is members, until an officer saw I couldn't do the act the Why I
'also a hit at the famed London O'Connor impersonating him. usually did. I was too ill . . .
'palladium where he ran up a By way of reprimand, the of- I just had to talk softly and
txecord engagement of 35 weeks. ficer volunteered O'Connor for smile and be intimate." As it
, Not only a popular comedian, an upcoming talent show, over- turned out, that's just what the
115es is known for his singing ruling all objections and pleas people wanted to see. It turned
htalents, definitely the right com- from the volunteered.
out to be his biggest smash. "So
bination for "The Kraft Music
Improbable as it sounds, Des I threw out my old act from
Hall." His record releases, he O'Connor won the talent show. that night on and just became
reports, have hit nine out of After that it was as if a new myself . . . And that's the way
ten times. (Well, they can't all power had been unleashed in It has been ever since."
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
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Farmer best
at carrying coal

Make her Graduation
colorful with a
Bulova

Encluetiag
round-faced
watch with
champagne or
silver grey dial
17 jewels

See our sparkling collection
of new colored dial watches
by Bulova. Very high
fashion. And sensible, too.
Because Bulcrva mates
beauty with craftsmanship.
So the Bulova you buy today
will be a lasting gift, certain
to please her for many,
many years to come.

WESTMORLAND, England
— Farmer Reuben Parsons, 27,
of Levens, retained his world
coal-carrying
championship
with a time of 4 minutes, 47
seconds for the live-sixths-of-smile course, with a hundredweight pack of coal on his back.
His time was five seconds
slower than his world mark set
last year, but this year, on the
day of the event, he got up
before 5 a.m., milked 30 cows
and then drove nearly 100 miles.
to compete.

Army concedes
on glasses issue
U.S. servicemen will now be
ible to wear fashionable heavy
Aack glasses frames instead of
ttrmy-style gray frames.
A spokesman said the con2ession to modern styles would
enable servicemen in civilian
dress to -blend into society"
more easily.

Donohue's
co-driver
at
Sebring)," Penske judged. "He
has been underestimated
just like Mark was in the past."
The handsome Penske, who
first demonstrated his ability
as a successful road racer in
the early 1960s, believes his
entry is well prepared for the
Trans-Am.
"We'll try a dry sump,
similar to those used in stock
cars, in hopes of eliminating
the starvation of oil we had last
MONEY TALKS—Meeting in Brussels, German ore gn
year," Penske continued.
Minister Walter Scheel, (left) and Secretary of State
"We'll alter the suspension up
Sigismund von Braun (center) discuss the dollar crisis
front. And, we have unique
with French Foreign Minister Maurice Schumann.
ways of building a roll cage
from a model.
"We've been on a tremendous engine development
program and the Javelin
should have more power than a
Formula A with all its inwill vote against the appointment of the
•
jections-The engine will have
•
50 more horsepower and have .1:
Property Value Administrator or "Tax
•
increased
torque.
The
•
•
Commissioner".
remainder of the changes
*
•
be in refinements ... honed In *
CHARLES 0. DAVIS will not vote for another :
on many aspects.
* raise in the
•
Senator's salaries.
"Quite frankly, we've *
*
*
learned a lot from the McLaren *
team about being prepared," * CHARLES 0. DAVIS will support legislaticin
:
he acknowledged. "We've *
improving the Criminal Justice System.
*
worked hard for this series •
•
(Camaros and now Javelins) *
and we'll put the best car on the * CHARLES 0. DAVIS will try in every way to ,:,
4. get insurance rates reduced for the good
•
race track.
*
41
"We've battled tremendous: automobile operator.
•
odds in the past but I think
Mark's consistency has proven •
* VOTE and WORK FOR *
our strength. Mark finished 83
per cent of the races he started.
He runs at about 98.6 per cent
and always has something in
reserve."
As The Next

WALLIS DRUG

beat. Donohue finished second
and, but for a lower gear ratio,
might have made it real close.
It was the same for the
Porsche factory team at

Phone 753-1272
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Have It — We Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Had

i CHARLES 0. DAVIS •
i
.,
4,

i`CHARLES 0. DAVIS:
•
•
SENATOR from the FIRST
SENATORIAL DISTRICT
o

(Paid for by Charles 0.Davis as his ova Treasurer)

******************

M.S.U. Alumni Banquet
May 29
Student Union Bldg.

6:30 p.m. .

Call 762-3737 for Reservations
Reservation Deadline Is May 21

"The Challenge
of
Leadership"
By EDWIN 0. NORRIS
Edwin 0. Norris
rae-P"

The Murray State University Alumni Association is proud to present
as the featured banquet speaker one of its most distinguished young
alumni, Edwin 0. Norris, Class of 1950, an Attorney and Civic Leader
in Kingsport, Tenn.
•

-

Nal faced
beauty with
Of or
blue dial 17.
$40

Bl'LOVA

Contrasting
markers on a
champror or
navy blue dial
17 iewes

Green or blue
tinted mother
of-pearl dial
13 jewels 2
diamonds $70

23 wwels 145
solid gryld case
Iridescent
mother -of pearl
dial. $115

When the right time is not enougic

FURCHES JEWELRY
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

THIS PUBLIC SERVICE MESSAGE IS PRESENTED BY ...
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Murray Branch
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Association
304 E. Main, Murray

Phone: 753-7921
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How to Grow a Beard:
New Male Problem

Sen. Tunney's spouse
hits nonpolitical note

Iv SANFORD MARKET
Written Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper
„ WE WERE seated around the
-legal requirements of conBy MICHAEL O'CONNOR
bar_m_ the ski_p rnoved_prough
struction codes in city and
Service—"
News
Copley
to
Atlantic Waters on route
county governments. He
Italy when I remarked that I
warned of potential earthquake
had not shaved that morning
WASHINGTON - California damage from such buildings in
and perhaps I would grow a
Tunney
been
has
John
Sen.
the California communities
beard.
making the news regularly touched by the San Andreas
My friend on my left quipped
during his first three months in fault.
I had not the nerve nor could
office and has been tagged by
The report, filed about 30
I have the ability to grow a
some as either a future days before the disastrous
beard.
a
or
prospect
presidential
And so the issue was joined
quake which struck Los
motion picture actor.
and I grew a beard. Not only
Angeles in February, is now
did I collect the bet, but the
getting close attention.
Tunney, like most new
beard has also become a conmembers of the Senate, has
versation piece and — being a
been spending a great deal of
There is speculation that
bachelor—I enjoyed other benetime outside the Capitol
fits.
many would-be Democratic
about
speeches
making
For example, when members
presidential candidates will be
solutions to the nation's
of the other sex remarked they
soft-pedaling travel during the
foreign
domestic
and
did not like the beard, my renext tew montns in state:
sponse was that unless sampled
problems.
where early presidential
"How would you know?" The
Now a new Tunney, not the
primaries are to be held next
sampling that followed was a
senator's prizefighter father, year. The theory is that recent
delicate cheek-to-cheek contact.
Gene, but his attractive wife, forays by Sens. George
• • •
making
the
is
Mieke,
McGovern, D-S. D., and. EdenthusiWHEN they waxed
Washington scene.
mund Muskie, D-Maine, in New
astic saying the beard enhanced
Mrs. Tunney has recorded a
Hampshire generated little of
my appearance, it followed that
"The
of
song
Habit
popular
sama similar cheek-to-cheek
the early response they exLove"- which has caught the
pling confirmed their wise obpected. The new strategy calls
attention
of local disc jockeys. for travel but essentially on
servation.
extremely
Sbe sings a duet with Sean_.„.congressional committee
There is :slaso the
Important point as to what kind
Downey, a long-time friend of
business not tinged with
of beard beat suits one's face
Markey with now board.
the senator, who has dabbled in
political overtones.
musSince beard - raising and
He likes it.' Do you f
the entertainment
arts.
tache-growing date back to the
Downey
is the son of singer
The Rev. Robert,Drinan, Dancients, but has received raise greenery in their windows.
Mass., first Roman Catholic
greatly added impetus these Instead, ba rb era carefully Morton Downey.
Mrs. Tunney thus follows
days, there is a plethora of broached the public as a "men's
priest ever elected to Congress,
another wife of a Democratic
recommendations.
hairstylist, or grooming:specialis cutting corners on his 842,500
senator
Joan
Mrs.
Kennedy
however.
best,
What I liked
ist by appointment, please."
annual salary.
Charles
by
into the ranks of capital
was that proffered
these arenas were
Prices in
With most new members
tree
secretary
J. Moecarino,
wives who find time to drift
groomed accordingly.
scrambling
for prestige
Barbers
State
surer of the Ohio
from the Washington cocktail
• • •
housing in Washington - and
Association.
and
reception
Mrs.
circle.
team
science
BRITISH
also
A
often unsuccessful in finding it
'It depends on the face," said
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beard cutting the face at the connotations. As disclosed last popular symphonic work,
broadest point, or one can grow summer, the report inferred
"Peter and the Wolf."
The well-publicized tour by
a pointed imperial beard. A long that hair growth on the face is
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American Ping-Pang players in
made to look broader by wear- fatigue, alcohol, increased shavSome people in Washington
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the
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tude of nature's flaws such as
the visit's implications, has
One leading the continuing
recessive chins, dominant jaws, project admitted its findings
vanguard of change is Sen. decided to designate a day each
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year for a U. S.-sponsored
How long I'll continue with George Aiken, R-Vt., who
prominent ears, homely mouth,
dance in Hong Kong to comthe beard is a moot point. Per- believes teen-agers should be
bad teeth, thick lips, badly
haps I'll wait for a final ruling allowed to run for Congress.
memorate the diplomatic
formed nose or pock marks.
by the British scientists. Perbreakthrough. The necessary
The law reads now that a
The current trend toward haps I'll wait for another new
bill will be sponsored by Sen.
changes in men's hairstyling bet. Maybe the golf season will person must be 25 but the 78William Spong of Virginia, with
began to gain impetus in the change my outlook.
year-old Aikeif believes young
early 60s and became evident
Perhaps I'll wait until the re- people are now better qualified .11
when trade journals began portedly brand new trend is to take their place -in the
changing their names from more pronounced, namely hair social, political and economic
-Barber's Journal- to "Men's coloring.
world."
Hairstylist," and barbers no
Gee, then I'll really know if
longer prided themselves on blondes have more fun
their striped poles and ability to
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prints thousands of reports
annually for public consumption through the Federal
Printing Office. One, which
some sources in the Interior
Department say is becoming a
collector's item, was written by
Karl Steinbrugge, an earthquake researcher with the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
Early in January, Steintrugge concluded that it was
possible to design an extremely
hazardous structure which
could be built while meeting the

Oldest stewardess
flies in Vietnam

ttwant the office of 1Property:
Value
Miss Ida Staggert, 58, a
Administrators
stewardess for Trans World
abolished. Do You? A vote fore
asiautrles 0. Davis will helpls Airlines, believes she is the
Immure you the right to vote fore oldest air stewardess in the
,world. and hopes to carry on
*this office. Elect Charles 0.
.
41 '
Davis as your next senator; until she's 65.
Stie became a stewardess 35
from the First District.
s
years ago and now works on
elPaid for by Charles 0. Davis
. charter flights carrying troops
from Okinawa to Vietnam.
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I.LIHAT I WANT -ro
BE WHEN I
BROW UP.

I WANT
BE THE HO5T
ON A RADIO TALK SHOW

6000 FOR YOU .A5 Lt5TENER5
CALL IN, `fOU'Ll. BE ABU 'TO
ENCOURAGE THE EXCHANGE
OF DIFFERENT IDEAS..

A thought for today: Spanish
novelist Miguel de Cervantes
said, "That's the nature of
women, not to love when we
love them and to love when we
love them not."

U.S.

EXTINCT FISH
LONDON - The burbot, a
freshwater fish of the cod
family, long thought to be
extinct in Britain, has been
rediscovered by anglers in the
rivers Cam and Great Ouse.
Four speciments have been
reported in the last two years.
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The Black Student Union at
Murray State University will hold
its second annual Black Arts
Festival May 17-73 on campus.
This year's theme LS the "Black
Experience," according to the
Festival's co-chairmen Ulysses
Parker, a Louisville junior, and
Michael Lowery, a sophomore
from Madisonville.
On Monday an art and cultural
display will open the week with
work by students of MSU, Fisk
Howard,and Tennessee A&I. The
exhibitions will be in the Union'
meeting room located in the
basement of University School
the university library, and ,
Student Union Bldg. meeting
rooms. The displays will remain
open for the public all week.
That night the BSU will host a
fashion show at 8:00 in the
Student Union ballroom.
Tuesday at 8 p.m. the
Festival's queen will be chosen
during a beauty pageant in the
University School auditorium.
The king will be selected by
popular vote a week prior to the
festivities but the winner wW be
announced at the pageant.
A play written and directed by
Bobbie Reeves, a Paducah
senior, will be presented Wednesday night at 7:30 in the United
Campus Ministry. Admission is
50 cents.
Thursday's activities include a
dance in the BSU meeting room
after the organization's regular
business meeting.
Clark Johnson, Evansville,
Ind., will speak Friday at 8 p.m.
n the meeting room. Johnson is
the director of the Neighborhood
Youth Foundation in Evansville
A "Soul Food Dinner" will be
served Saturday from 3:30 to 6:3C
),m. in the SUB cafeteria
lIckets are 81.50.
Then at 8:00 there will be an
kfrican Ball in the Student Union

-
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Entertainment & Convention Center

2045 S. Beltfine
Paducah, Ky.
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PROUDLY PRESENTS

9

RAY
CHARLES
SHOW

10
11
12

Starring

RAY CHARLES

`Fi

and His 1RAELETTS

First Time In This Area!

MONDAY, MAY 24th
8:00 P.M.
Call For Tickets NOW!
442-7111
Only The Seating Capacity Will Be Sold

Final activities include a

C. Melvin, Rt. #1, Mayfield, Kentucky,
Phone 502 328-8362 or

NNW MAME I LIllAiSIS

ack Arts
Festival
Underway

seas Hiram Fong of Hawaii.
and Russell Long of Louisiana
as co-sponsors.
When Nixon signs the bill, it
vil1 be known as:
The Spong, Long, Fong,
Kong. Ping-Pong RAIL"

The Almanac
compulsory for children beBy United Press International tween the ages of 8 and 14.
Today is Tuesday, May 18, In 1860 Abraham Lincoln was
the 138th day of 1971.
nominated for president by the
The moon is between its last Republican party at a Chicagc
convention.
quarter and new phase.
The morning
stars are In 1941 throughout the nation,
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter the first "I Am an American
and Saturn.
Day" was held, honoring 300,000
There is no evening star.
aliens who had become U.S.
Those born on this day are citizens the past year.
Mier the sign of Taurus.
In 1969 Apollo 10, with three
On this day in history:
American astronauts aboard,
In 1852 Massachusetts be- blasted off for the moon in a
came the first state to pass a rehearsal flight for a lunar
law making school attendance landing.

P AGE SI

ALEZ OOOOO

314-2155

irogram of Negro spirituals by
11SU students at 3:30 Sunday
ifternoon in, the University
School auditorium.
All schools in the Ohio Valley
Conference area have been invited to attend the Festival. Its
purpose, said Lowery, is to help
us gain more insight into Black
culture through art so that we can_t
have a fuller experience.

DINE WITH US!
Enjoy the evening out. For this special
occasion,
our dining room will open at 4:00 p.m.
TICKETS ON SALE AT:
Colson. Club
Goths
Moleity

b
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Chuck's MUSIC Center
Murray
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U.S. Passenger Ships Vanishing From Seas Suez Canal has cost dear y in. lives, money
By ROBERT BETTS
Copley News Service
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Amorica's suporlinor, Unitod States, gliding by tii• Stabil* of Liberty outward bound from New York
steamship companies have termliner Queen Mary.
• • .
inated all their passenger liners,
By RAYMOND WitCOVE
THERE were proud days for despite a federal subsidy of
Central Press Association
America as newpspapers em- more than $55 million. Higher
Correspondent
NEW YORK—For the first blazoned on their front pages operating costs, stiffer competitie in the histdry of the United the epochal voyage and corn- tion from newer foreign vessels
stes, once the world's great- pared it with the pioneer voy- and the advent of the jet age
C maritime power, no,Amen- age of another American steam- have made it unprofitable to
n passenger liner *ill sail ship, the Savannah, in 1818, the continue the liners in the pasfirst vessel to use power to senger trade.
mu on Atlantic port.
Foreign liners now have the
The day may not be far dia. cross an ocean. The Savannah
Atlantic Ocean passenger trade
it when no American flag took 29 days. 4 hours.
But that now is all in the to themselves, with 11 foreign
ens will sail from any port,
r only four passenger ships Past. When the 88 Santa Rosa countries operating 28 vessels
main of the once proud fleet left New York a few months between Europe and the United
ocean liners which carried back on a Caribbean cruise, it States and Canada.
The Propeller Club of the
nerican passengers to all cor marked the last sailing of the
rs of the globe. These are on last United States flag passen- United States, established in
! West Coast—the Mariposa ger ship on the East Coast. And 1923 to promote the American
d the Monterey of the Pacific no fireboats spewed water aloft merchant marine, has latuicbed
.r East Lines and the Cleve- in a final sad salute as they did a campaign to restore the Amid and Wilson of the Amen- when the S S America departed erican flag to the passenger
New York in 1964 on her last trade.
n President Line.
Once America boasted the voyage as a U.S.-flag liner. The
"We look forward to the day,"
orld's fastest passenger liner, vessel is now operated by a said Propeller Club President
, s s united states. width Greek concern as is the famous
Arthur E, Parr, "when a subissed the Atlantic in'1952 in Lurline, 'Connecting the West stantial number of American
ree days, 10 hours, 40 mm- Coast with Hawaii, and former- passenger ships will once again
ea, clipping 10 hours,'2 min. ty owned by Matson.
cruise the international sea
• • •
is from the record held for
lanes and proudly show the
SINCE
1968. four American American flag in the world's
years' by the great British,
ports."
• • *
. PARR noted that during the
Santa Rosa's cruise, when the
ship reached La Guaira, the port
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gleaming new Russian passel''
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Ten thousand laborers died
digging the • Suez Canal.
Thousands more soldiers have
died fighting over it.
Today, nobody can use it.
This 103-mile waterway
which for 100 years provided a
vital lin& between Europe and
Asia ienow a no-man's zone.
Israeli soldiers patrol the
east bank, which they have
occupied since they drove the
Egyptians back from the Sinai
Desert in the six-day war of
June, 1967. On the other side,
trigger-ready Egyptian snipers
camouflaged
lie
under
covering along the sandy bank,
peering across at the enerny
through binoculars.
Suez is the high card in the
international poker game being
played out in the Middle East.
it was closed to maritime
traffic when the fleeing
Egyptians blocked it by sinking
several ships at strategic spots.
Since then, diplomats and
statesmen — and one stateswoman, Prime Minister Golcia
Meir of Israel — have argued
and bargained back and forth
over terms for reopening it.
Meanwhile it is steadily
silting up, at the rate of about
two inches a year, or 12 inches,
according to which expert you

talk to.
Even if agreement on reopening were reached tomorrow, it would take several
months, and several million
dollars, to clear the obstructions, do the necessary redredging and restore neglected
navigational and -cortununicaLions facilities before the first
ships could pass safely
through.
The brg question is, who
stands to gain most from reopening — and who stands to
lose?
It is a question of strategy as
well as of economics.
Consider first the actual
combatants, Israel and Egypt
The $200 million a year in
tolls which Egypt loses from
having the canal closed is made
up by subsidies from Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait and Libya. This
financial support enables Cairo
to continue using the canal as a
bargaining lever in its territorial dispute with Israel. As a
price for reopening,it insists on
Israel withdrawing from the
Sinai Desert, which is claimed
as Egyptian territory.
If Egypt could force this
political victory, it would be a
big morale-booster. Some halfmillion Egyptian evacuees
could return, rebuild their
shattered towns and take up

normal life again along the until the 1967 cease-fire lines
Canal Zone. In addition to once are replaced by secure and
again earning hard currency recognized boundaries between
from toll revenues — thereby them and the Arab states. The
becoming independent of the Arabs for their part insist on
charity of other Arab countries withdrawal first, and talk
— Egypt could recapture lost about boundaries later.
income from tourism ($200,000
There is also the questioo of
a day) and from the Sinai oil whether Israel would be
wells now held by Israel allowed to use the canal. Israeli
)$100,000 a day.)
shipping has been barred from
But the Israelis aren't it since it was tEtionalized in
budging. Years of Arab guer- 1956 by Gamal adel Nasser,
rilla assault have turned them then president of Egypt.
"Whatever the price, we will
into tough and wary negotiators. They believe it would be not permit Israel to pass
folly to give up their present through the Suez Canal,"
strong defensive positions on Nasser always said.
His successor, President Anthe canal's east bank, at least

war Sadat, has so far given no
definite indication that the
sentiment has changed.
As a matter of fact, Israel
has bypassed the canal for
commercial purposes by laying
a land pipeline from Elath to
Ashdod, carrying oil from the
Gulf of Aqaba to the Mediterranean. It could lose some $30
million a year in profits from
this operation if the waterway
reopened.
Business is a secondary consideration in this case,
however. Mrs. Meir has said
she is willing to see the canal
reopened — so long as Israel
stays on the eastern bank.

LOCKHEED'S LAST HOPE—Continued production of this TriStar Airbus by Lockheed—employment of 17,000 workers at $5 million a week — will be assured if
Congress acts favorably on President Nixon's request that a ;250 million loan be
authorized. The planemaker already has $1.4 billion invested in the jurrilicelet.
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Charles makes
solo jet flied

The Prince of Wales made his
first solo flight in a 440-mph jet
Provost trainer at Cranwell,
Lincs. The flight lasted five
minutes.
He made his solo after eight
hours' instruction instead of the
usual 10. The Prince is on a
five-month advanced flying
course at the Royal Air Force
college.

INTRODUCTION
SPECIAL
in—appreciation of the response we

FROG LEGS
$3.25

have received on our new Catfish
Filet we are offering it on, Special
as an introduction to thottr who
Ilve not eaten with us recently.

"All You Can Eat"

All The

You Can Eat

To the Citizens of Calloway County:
As State Senator now for Calloway County, it is my
privilege to represent the interests of Murray State

University.
--Be assured that J have tried in the past to assist Murray
State University in its continued progress. I'll do so during
the next 4 years as your State Senator if given that opportunity through re-election en May 25 hi the Democratic
primary. The university has caused Murray and Calloway
County to be the fastest growing area in West Kentucky.
The alumni office knows of my assistance in various ways
lathe imixersity. My mother, father and wife are graduates
of M.S.U.
I am concerned about the decreasing enrollment at M.S.U.
Out-of-state tuition is the primary factor. I will assist in the
announced plan which would place Murray in a circle with a
mileage radius which is not limited IV state lines. This would
help lower the tuition fees for many out-of-state students.

State Senator Carroll Hubbard, Jr

Sincerely,

$ 1.69
captain°5 Ritclien
Highway 641 North
Murray, Ky.

Murray State University

As a candidate for re-election on May 25, I ask for your
support. Thank you.

CATFISH
Sold

. —photo by Wilson Woolley

Phone 753-4141
for Carry-Out Orders

Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
First District State Senator
Paid for by Carroll Hubbard, Jr.. Mayfield, Kentucky, Treasurer
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Doctor won't let
old folks down

Disaster aid offered
through U.S. churches

"Imagine," Mrs. Toole
rend*."He found everything I
had in there." That included
her glasses, lipstick, mirror,
driver's license, credit cards,
combs, photos, keys, billfold,
letters, pencils, bobby pins,
earrings and some loose
change.

By FRANK MACOMI3ER
Copley News Service
You've heard somebody remark that so-and-so is "just too
good to be true." It isn't
necessarily 90. Look around
long enough and you'll discover
people who seem to fit that
description. The nice part of it
is, some are for real. The trick
is to find them.
Take Dr. Donovan F. Ward,a
former president of the
American Medical Society. He
has offered his services, free,
to needy patients at the county
home in Dubuque, Iowa. •
. Dubuque County is one of
more than 1,000 in the United
States which either has no
;resident doctor at all or not
nearly enough to serve the
:community. Consequently,
:there is no "on call" physician
: available to the comty home
: inflates.
: So Dr. Ward advised county
?. supervisors he would "go out
: there any time they need me."
• Why?
"These people are at the end
• of the road" explains Dr.
; Ward. "They should have the
some medical care that is
available to everyone else."

*

*

The doors of good deeds are
not confined to adults, either.
In Auburn, Ind., members of
a Youth For Christ group found
out there are a lot of needy
people in their county. So they
organized a "Love Can."
If that puzzles you, the "Love
Can" consisted of placing
barrels around the county.
Then a request went out to high
school students to fill the
barrels with canned food for
the hungry.
Three weeks later the barrels
were full and a rock group
helped to celebrate the
achievement with a free,
concert at the Auburn high
school.
Now Youth For thrist members are busy sorting out more
than 21 tons of canned food sc
distribution can be made to the
hungry..

; Or how about Honest Abdul in
t faraway Karachi, Pakistan? It
; really was tough for Abdul Ariz
: to be honest, for to wove it he
had to jog five miles, dragging
: his ricksha,behind him.
: Abdul hauled a passenger
• from town to the local airport.
Back in the city he discovered
an envelope containing 7,000
, rupees —about $1,500 — and an
airline ticket to London. They
▪ had slipped down behind the
ricksha seat.
Back to the airport jogged
Abdul, to deliver the money
, and ticket to B. H. lqubal, their
owner.
For his trouble Abdul received no reward in rupees, but
now he is known all over
Karachi as Honest Abdul, and
that's enough for him.
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Barnacle glue may
have surgery use

*

ilis

;41 ronddies
• 43 Rage
'45 Pigpen
• 47 Novels
:50 Latin
conjunction
•
:52 Country of
Asia
:8.1 Animal's foot
56 Turkish
regiment
•
:58 Checks
ISO A state(abbr.)
• 61 Cylindrical
2 63 Clow
65 Finished •
66 Senior tabbr )
• *7 Sum u0
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Appreciated

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
This Week Only!

WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY

ALL DAY THURSDAY (Murray Only)
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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PAUL MANSFIELD

SPECIAL

all ,the extras.
You get whitewall tires, tinted glass,

The
Associa
that the
saPPed
among
money I
educati(
Accord
"How
release(
of mono
child's
rose by
while t
creased
The ri
three s
centage
than Ke
cent of
entered
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Vote For

Special
Coupe is a lot more
an

UMM OMM0 OMB
MOO GOMM 000
OM 000 0000M0
OBC MUM MOM
MOM ORO 0000
OUM MEM MOO
OU UgOOOMM MB
MOO MOO OOM
U090 MOO V0M0
000 MOIR MOO
500MOO LIMO 0V
00(7 UMUM MOOM
OWI BULIO BOO

3 Teutonic deity
4 Bury
5 Heating device
6 Mixed
7 Note of sags
8 DM seed
9 Tine of rasped
10 Greek letter
12 Babylonien
deity
14 Printer's
measure
17 Approach
20 Greek letter
24 Support
25 Ocean
27 Wolfhound
42 Painful
28 Nuisance
44 Snake
46
Long for
29 Resorts
48
Sheds copiously
30 Tense
Interior
49
32 Old musical
51 Bound
instrument
54 Matured
36 Things. in law
55 Section or
hospitai
37 Clothed
1

LIGHTERSSTOLEN
LONDON — A van containing
more than 4,000 cigarette
lighters worth $28,000 was
stolen from a London suburb.
According to police, lighters of
the type stolen are not on sale
in Britain yet.

S5,5414,000 WORTH — This is the 321-year-old oi
Diego Velasquea which auctioned in London last November for $5,544,000, which made it the world's most
expensive painting. Now the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York has the "Juan de Pareja," having paid
the exact auction price to the prior buyer.

The extrasare all
standard equipment,

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

uverseas recently launched in
New_ If.oriL_Alan_reflects_s_
recognition by the thirds* for
the need for a special kind of
mission. This effort, involving
Individuals going abroad for
American business firms and
the government, is jointly
sponsored by the United
Presbyterians, the United
Methodists, the United Church
of Christ, the tpiscopill
Diocese of New York and a
Roman Catholic lay group.
Laymen Overseas gives
businessmen short orientation
courses before they join
communities abroad, with the
aim of encouraging them to
iniplement their Christian
commitment in other cultures.
While companies have been
reluctant to let their employes
participate in the program,
their resistance is gradually
weakening, according to the
Rev. Charles R. Hula.
executive secretary of the
organization.

you wan
well-established program of
vote for flovli
overseas
,Property Valet Administrator:
material aid.'
_ Representing the American ▪(Tax Commissioner)or do yea.
3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Lutheran Church,the Lutheran await t stflee abolished and.
Church in America and the Powwow appointed to assess*
Cole Slaw, Rolls
Lutheran Church-Missouri !year property taxes. Charles*
Synod, the organization not PiO Davis will fight to retake
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE
only raises money but conducts yer pavane to vote. Wark!
an annual clothing drive in the
and elect Charles 0.Dings;
spring for blankets and as your next State Semites.
4g
-children's clothing, which are
g Paid for by Manes O.Davh
12th & Sycamore
Phone 753-7101
needed in Asia, Africa, Latin
America and the Middle East. ********
"There are millions of
homeless, tempest-tossed,
suffering human beings whose
plight requires that we help,"
said the Rev. Ove R. Nielsen,
assistant secretary of Lutheran
THE A SHAU VALLEY back there near the Laos border
World Relief. "Clothing a child
of South Vietnam looks peaceful enough, but there's
is an everyday event at
a big drive on to clear it of the foe. These GIs are on
Lutheran World Relief."
patrol near Fire Support Base Nancy.
The organization also
provides medical aid and
Lake
at
sand
shortage of
emergency and long-range
Havasu, the desert variety is
RAQUEL IN POPE ROLE
A film which Raquel Welch too coarse for comfort.
will play Pope John VIII,
Datsun's Something
1200
fully reclining bucket seats, safety front
sometimes known as Pope
sport
than
just
a
disc brakes...you even
a fold-down
Joan. a legendary Englishstarting point for
option list. It's
rear seat that turns it into a sort of
woman of the 9th Century, will
a complete sporting machine, including
begin production this year.
sporty mini station

But Mrs. Roberta Toole of
Des Peres, Mo., believes she
can top that one with another
real-life story. She left her
purse on the car trunk, then purse go flying off and spill
its
drove off down a rough country assorted contents all over
the
road. Frank stopped, gathered
road.
up the
In an auto behind her was caught scattered items, then
up with Mrs. Toole to
Frank Dillard. He saw the return
the purse.

1 Exist
4 Part of
to be"
• 6 C.ensure
11 Father or
mother
13 Woolly
15 Indefinite
article
16 Make amend,
18 Kind ofcheats
19 Knock
21 Smooth
22 Symbol for
tantukint
23 Scatters
26 Chart
29 Mix
31 Walk
unsteadily
'
33 French article
, 34 Parent(coital.)
35 Anglo-Saxon
money
!. 38 Period of time
39 Conjunction
40 Symbol for

issistance alter natural
lisastera•
•
•'Other everyday events are
the distribution of food to the
malnourished and the congruction of irrigation wells and
gully-spanning
dams to
facilitate increased crop
production," Nielsen said.
The Southern Baptist Convention's foreign mission board
and Baptist World Alliance also
contributed to relief in East
Pakistan,' while Maryknoll
missioners coordinated relief
operations In the wake of a
typhoon that struck the
Philippine island of Mindanao.
A radio station operated
programs by the Rev. Howard
Bieber of Rochester, N. Y.,
canceled its regular programs
to stay on the air around the
dock for more than a week
broadcasting pleas for help and
directing relief operations. His
fellow priest, the Rev. Michael
Hiegel of ConwayArk.,headed
relief efforts on the scene.
Another mission is being
conducted by the United
Presbyterians, who have invested more than $110,000 in a
Factory in Seoul, South Korea,
that makes artifice! limbs. The
denomination has also helped
to finance a tire-recapping
plant and a company that
processes flow for noodles in
Korea.
This is a reflection of a new
approach to mission, which is
being organized to meet
ongoing human needs rather
than emergencies. An independent corporation,
Emerging Economics Corp.,
with headquarters in New
York, has been formed to help
churches channel resources
into investments in the private
business sector at home and
abroad.
The Program for Laymen

Kei
In

'1.25 Value

Then there's Mrs. E. P.
Gregg.' Twenty-six years ago
her mother bought some furniture from a Sherman, Tex.,
store. Later the family moved
away from Sherman.
The other day the store
received a letter from Mrs.
Gregg.
"I just found an old furniture
bill for some things my mother
bought," the wrote. "They cost
$25.50 but we paid you only $25.
I am sorry to be so late in
paying all we owe you."
Enclosed was a dollar bill,
apparently to cover interest on
the unpaid balance.
*

By CLAIRECOX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK — A boy blinded
by an accidental application of
iodine in his eyes at birth or
thousands of people made
homeless by earthquakes at
home or abroad — it matters
WAR ON WASTE materials. not to the church, which stands
ready to help in any disaster,
—recycling, it's called—is
small or large.
being waged a bit in Scales
As an extension of the oldMound, Ill., by farmer Clefashioned missionary work of
tus Laird. who uses empty
the church, the relief agencies
plastic detergent containof individual denominations
ers for insulators for an
and
ecumenical bodies,as well,
electrified fence. They also
provide millions of dollars
serve as handles for letting
every year and stand ready for
the cows in or out
almost any kind of emergency.
The money comes from
collection plates,special drives
and large contributors.
To compute the total cost of
the aid — foreign and domestic
A cement, unequaled in — lent by churches in the
strength, which is made by a course* of a year would be
barnacle has been isolated difficult, but the figure runs
after years of research by into millions.
American research teams.
The United Presbyterian
Tests show that a thin layer Church in the U. S. A. alone
of the cement is tbtir times as raised $2,530,000 during its
strong as the best wood glue. Lenten One Great How of
And, if produced synthetically, Sharing campaign in 1970.'This
it could prove valuable in enabled it to provide help to
surgery and industry.
families left destitute by the
typhoon in East Pakistan, the
Peruvian earthquake, the
Biafran uprising and a flood in
Hungary.
At home it provided funds for
the relief of those in the paths of
hurricanes Canine and Cecilia
and for the homeless 1n
SouthernCalifornia's recent
earthquake.
The United Methodist Church
set aside $300,000 from the
Bishops Emergency Relief
for
Fund
relief
and
rehabilitation in Southern
California and in the area
where a tornado struck in
Mississippi.
Lutheran World Relief has a
_
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PTA Holds
Kentucky Slips To 44th Almo
Meeting at School
In Money Spent Per Pupil

United GoWp To
Appear At Church
The Almo Parent-Teacher
Association held its final meeting For Wednesday

of the current school year on
IDULSV1LLE,KY.— (UPI) — graduating in 1969-70.
The
Kentucky
Education In the area of average salary Monday with the president, Mrs.
Association disclosed Monday increases in teachers salaries, M. D. McGinnis, presiding.
that the State of Kentucky has Kentucky dropped from 42nd last Tom Rushing, principal, anslipped from 39th to 44th place year to 44th this year. The nounced that the Girls and Boys
among the 50 states in amount of average salary of a Kentucky softball games are being held this
money spent per pupil for public school teacher increased from week, the track meeting on May
24-36, Awards Day on Thursday,
education.
$6,939 last year to $7,190 this Year,
According to the 1971 edition ot while the national average rose May 27, at nine a.m., and Eighth
"How
Kentucky
Ranks," from $8,635 last year to 89,265 this grade graduation on Thursday,
May 27, at eight p.m.
released by the KEA,the amount year.
of money spent on the average KEA research and information Principal Rushing said that the
child's education in Kentucky director Charles Whaley noted achievement test results have not
rose by only $9 this school year, that in fiscal 1968-69, Kentucky been completed as yet, but
while the national average in- ranked ninth in per-capita parents will be notified so they
can come and discuss the results
creased by $66.
spending for highways, 15th in
The report also shows that only per-capita spending for public with their children's teachers.
three states had a higher per- welfare, 23rd in per-capita Gravel will be placed on the
centage of high school dropouts spending for higher education school grounds by the swing set,
than Kentucky, with only 67.9 per and 44th in per capita spending merry go round, and monkey
cent of high school students who for elementary and secondary bars, Rushing said, in expressing
his appreciation for the work the
altered the ninth grade in 1966 education..
PTA has done for the school

y
old
last Norld's most
:useum of
wing paid
Per.

the school year. The PTA
Luncheon To Honor Seen & Heard . . . during
voted to purchase chairs for the
school.
(Continued from Page 1)
Mrs. Ford, Daughter productions.
Mrs. Gene Starks reported on
the spring conference held in
Planned At Mayfield We've looked everywkpre for April at the Calvert City
Elementary School and the

One-Cent

• • •
(Continued from Page 1)
allocation from the County
tiovernment.
present
Extension
Group of The
The
United
program in Calloway County
Clarksville, Tennessee, will
employs Ted Howard as County
appear at Wayman's Chapel
Agent for Agriculture, Mrs.
A.M.E. Church on Sunday, May
Barletta Wrather as County
23, at 7:30 p.m.
Agent for Home Economics, and
The public is invited to attend.
Fred Gillum as County Agent for
If you have heard these men 4-H.
before, you know they are an
The Calloway County Fiscal
outstanding group of singers; if
Court at present appropriates
you have not heard them before,
$7,000 per year for extension
don't miss this opportunity, a
work m Calloway County.
church spokesman said.
Spokesmen for the group said
that an additional $4,000.00 per
year would be needed in order Ur
carry out an effective program
and retain a third agent.
The Board noted that a possible
method of raising the County
A set of new film strips will be appropriation would be through
previewed at the Calloway an assessment of one cent per
County Public Library on $100.00 on property in,Calloway
Wednesday at ten a.m.
County. Under Kentucky law,
This is a graded set of sex this tax could be assessed aneducation series compiled by the nually by the Fiscal Court
Concordia Publishing Company, without a referendum by the
a religious publishing house. The people. Carlisle, Hickman and
first one is titled, "I Wonder, I Fulton Counties in the Purchase
Wonder",and is programmed for Area have enacted such a tax.
the age level, 5 through 9. Its The Court took this request
purpose is to mold positive at- under advisement and indicated
titudes, not only toward the origin that they wished to hear from as
of life, but toward the roles of many interested citizens as
fathers, mothers, brothers, and,possible before taking any fursisters in the home, a library ther action on the request. Fiscal
spokesman said.
Court members would appreciate
This program has been planned taxpayers comments for or
primarily for the parents of the against this prorposed tax, a
Wednesday morning Story Hour court spokesman said.
children, but all adults are
welcome.

Film Strips To Be
Shown At Calloway
Public Library

Ladies from eight First District some Swordfish, but can't fine awards the PTA received. Mrs.
:counties will gather in Mayfield any.
McGinnis thanked each one for
on Firday, May 21 for a luncheon
their help during the year and
to honor Mrs. Wendell Ford and
said that next year the PTA will
her daughter Shirley. Hostesses Primary election next Tuesday alternate the day and night
or the event will be the women of
meetings.
he Ford
for
Governor
A special vote of thanks was
dquarters in Graves County, We got about all the sun we extended to Mrs. McGinnis on
. C. C. Lowry First District wanted over the past weekend behalf of the PTA by Mrs. Jerry
)
ravoman
s
for the Ford
Stark for her wonderful
ign announced today.
leadership during the year.
— Mrs. Randall Mason and Mrs. Postal rates went up Sunday. The The devotion and prayer were
(Continued from Page 1)
o
x Benifield, both of Boaz, Ky., Federal Government increased by Mrs. William B. Miller. Mrs.
Director composed of two
serve as co-chairwomen for the postage rates of newspapers Joe Walker read the minutes.
0
Paducah clubs, Fulton-South
(Continued from Page 1)
Ford in Graves County, are in by 142 per cent to, be spread out Mrs. Paul Hopkins gave her
Fulton, Marshall County,
it
charge of arrangements for the over a period of five years. As a treasurer's report. The room place in closed session e;...1
Mayfield, and Murray clubs.
luncheon to be held at the Holiday starter they'went up 25 per cent. °Mint was won by Mrs. Beurdean was not immediately clear Who
Governor Louie B. Nunn was
vote.
the
lone
cast
Inn at 12:30 p.m.
grade
for
having
Wrather's first
special- guest speaker at the
Mrs. Ford and Shirley will be
the largest number of parents With the strike of the -13,000- Golden Anniversary banquet held
Eon lyind to beet and more than This raise was fought by present. 4
member Brotherhood of Rail- at Convention Hall on Friday.
200 women expected for the af- newspapers but to no avail. This
way Signalmen in its second evening. At the Golden Key
fair. First District counties means an inevitable increase in
day, the major economic banquet held on Saturday
.participating in the event are: cost of newspapers across the
impact appeared to be on the evening Mrs. Helen K. Leslie,
I
,Graves, Fulton, Carlisle, Hick- country, which in turn means an
auto industry.
past national president and now
man, Ballard, McCracken, encroachment on the freedom of
Dr. Themes Morgan, Assistant American Motors said all national representative of the B.
the individual to buy a
'Marshall and Calloway.
Professor in the Department of operations would be shut down & P. W. Club, from St. PeterClarence G. Morehead, Ken- newspaper.
The
Federal
Communications and Director of after today if the strike sburg, Fla., was the special
lucky artist, will be special guest government can circumvent the
Radio and Television, will speak continued. General Motors. speaker.
and will present an autographed "freedom of the press" through
at the UCM Luncheon Wednesday Ford and Chrysler cut back Mrs. Susan J. Schmidt, Henprint to each person present, a taxation. Freedom of the press
operations and said they could derson state president, presided
at 12:30.
spokeman for the group said. A means the freedom of the in.
Morgan will speak on "Sex, not last out the week without at the convention. New officers
larger print will be given as a dividual to buy and read any Drugs and Music."
elected for 1971-72 were Miss
He recently rail transportation.
newspaper, as well as publist
door prize.
completed his Pb. D. at Florida The signalmen, who were Kathryn Hanley, Lexington,
Tickets for the luncheon may one.
State University in Mass Com- able to paralyze the nation's president; Miss Betty Jane Hinz,
be obtained in Murray at Ford
munications. Arming his students railroad system in spite of their St. Matthews, first viceheadquarters on North Fourth
he
is known for-his concern for small numbers by pidtetio,1 president; Miss Carolyn Key,
Now, if the Postoffice &partt Street.
applying communications to which some 600,000 other rail ' Hopkinsville, second vicement will increase its efficiency
pertinent human problems, a workers observed, argued be- president; Miss George Ann
and delivery by 142 per cent, we
fore the House committee that Carpenter, Shelbyville, recorspokesman said.
will not kick about it.
The UCM Luncheons are held they were justified in halting ding secretary; Mrs. Martha
at the United Campus Ministry, the nation's rail traffic because Wirtz, Hazard, treasurer; Mrs.
202 N. 15th St. and are open to the its members were grossly Maruecite Carr, Lexington,
public. The charge is 75 cents and underpaid for the work they do. corresponding secretary.
Mrs. W. E. Hutton of Dickson,
reservations can be made by The signalmen, who install The Golden Keys Awards
Tenn., passed away Monday at
and maintain the complicated .Luncheon was held on Saturday
calling 753-3531.
9:30 p.m. in the Green Valley The regular ladies day of gold
signal systems used on rail- afternoon when the Murray Club
Haven Nursing Home following will be held Wednesday, May 12,
roads, are paid an average of Was presented its Personal
an extended illness. She was 82 at the Calloway County Country
$3.78 an hour now. Their last Development and Cultural
years of age.
Club. Tee off time will be at nine
raise was a 3 per cent hike July award. Named- as the Young
8.M.
1, 1969.
Career Woman to represent
Mrs. Hutton was the daughter Betty Hinton will be the golf
Also at issue is the question Kentucky at the National FerThe Music Department of the
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Charles hostess. Those not listed in the Min-ray Woman's Club will have of out-of-town accommodations. deration convention in Cleveland,
M. Hood and taught in the lineup are urged to attend and
as their guests at the meeting The signalmen in many cases Ohio, in July was Miss Joyce
Calloway County Schools for a they will be paired on the tee. The
tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30 at the now must sleep in camp cars Wooton, Madisonville, a teacher.
number of years.
lineups are as follows:
club house the children who are along the railroad tracks. The The three Murray women at the
Prior to her marriage to Mr. 9:00 Eleanor Diuguid, Sue participating in the Elementary union stressed today it wanted state convention also plan to
Hutton, she owned and managed Brown, Peggy Billington, and School String program of Milfray expenses paid for hotel accom- attend the national convention in
and Paducah.
the Eula Hood Pearson Dress Billie Carroll.
modations and meals when they July.
The state convention closed
Shop in Murray. She was a 9:07 Janice Austin, Irene This program is directed by are out of town.
member of the First United Chitwood, Norma Frank, and Leo Blair and Leonard Whitmer The signalmen are asking for with the devotion and memorial
and has been one of the projects a wage increaSe amounting tt service and a business session on
Methodist Church and the Charlene Doss.
Eastern Star chapter in Dickson, 9:14 Anna Mary Adams, Lou of the Music Department since 66 per cent over 36 months Sunday morning. Over six
Tenn.,and was active in civic and Doran, Chris Graham, and Alice the beginning of the string when compounded, compared thousand women are members of
program in the elementary with 42 per cent over 42 the eighty B.& P. W. Clubs in the
local affairs in Dickson County Purdom.
9:21 Bobbie Garrison, Nancy schools over two years ago.
before her illness.
months, which has become the state of Kentucky.
She is survived by her Haverstock, Cathryn Garrott, In addition to the String Or- standard for other rail unions.
chestra, the Music Department
husband; three step daughters, and Urbena Koenen.
Although. Nixon asked for
Mrs. Joe NetherVffd of Mur- 9:28 Carol Hibbard, Rebecca Chorus will also present a concert
action 4`irnmediately when he
Euva
Irvan,
Evelyn
Jones,
and
of
songs.
B.
F.
Mrs.
Tenn.,
freesboro,
submitted his antistrike propoMcCreary and Miss Eunice Nell Mitchell.
sal Monday, Chairman Harley
Hutton, both of Dickson; two 9:35 Frances Hulse, thus Orr,
0. Staggers, D-W.Va., of the
sisters, Mrs. Everett Holland of Barbara Brandon, and Madelyn
House Commerce Committee
Lamb.
Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs.
did not call a hearing until this
Sue
Bettye
Hunter,
Betty
9:42
Garnett Jones of Murray; five
morning. Congressmen tradistep grandchildren; several Buckingham, Sue Morris, and The. Sub District Methodist tionally have been reluctant to
Agnes
Payne.
PADUCAH, Ky. ( UPI)—
including
nephews,
nieces and
Youth Fellowship will meet at the impose settlements on unions
9:49 Jackie Ransom, Betty Jo
McCracken County authorities
Mrs. Ed West of Murray.
Coldwater
United
Methodist
and many lawmakers grumbled
Funeral services will be held at Purdorn, Marilyn Paulk, and Church on Thursday, May 20, at at the prospect of ending the are seeking a young murder
Smock.,
-Jenny
Sue
suspect, who failed to appear for
Home—g
Funeral
Taylor
the
seven p.m.
second rail strike in six
his trail in Circuit Court Monday.
Dickson on Wednesday at two 9:56 Sadie West, Lynn Stout, A special program of music on months.
A bench warrant was issued for
p.m. Burial will be in the Dickson Frances Miller, and Euldene the theme, "Witness In Music",
Cemetery. Friends may call at Robinson.
On Dec. 10, 1970, Congress the arrest of Martin E. Cornwell,
will
be
presented
a
group
of
high
the Taylor Funeral Home in 10:30 Betty Stewart, Lou Ann school students from the First ordered an end to an 18-hour 19, Reidland, on a charge of
Philpott, Carolyn Bradshaw, and
Dickson, Tenn.
Baptist Church, Calvert City, nationwide strike by four unions contributing to the delinquency of
Jerlene Sullivan.
with Len Jenkins, student at representing operating em a minor.
10:10 Margaret Shuffett,
.c
.
?f Cornwell, accused of the
Murray
State University, as the ployes, clerks, maintenanc
Beverly Spann, Patsy Oakley,
way ertmloyes and dining car shooting death of a Paducah
director.
and Nell McCuiston.
The choir rehearsal will start employes. '
waitress last October, was
10:17 Juliet Wallis, Rebecca
at
6:30 p.m. and the program will
Hodgson said in his testimony reported to have left the city last
West, Lashlee Foster, and Sheila
start at seven p.m. All young today that Congress would not week with his 15-year-old girl
Feral State Market News Service Grogan.
people of the community are be imposing a settlement on the friend, Sheriff John T. Rogers
Billie
Wilson,
Ruth
10:24
May 18, 1971
invited
to attend.
unions—only giving them time said.
Kentucky purchase area hog Cohoon, and Marilyn Adkins.
to
bargain, which he said had
Glenda
Clover
Cotham,
10:30
market report includes 10 buying
worked in the case of the Dec. His attorney, Joe Grace, told
Boone, and Beverly Wyatt.
gtations
Judge J. Brandon Price that he
10 strike.
10:37 Venela Sexton, Elizabeth
did not know the whereabouts of
Receipts: Act. 1040 Est. 900
Slusmeyer, Ellen Harrell, and
"Time and again the history Cornwell. The Commonwealth's
Barrows and Gilts steady Sows
Betty Hinton.
of
collective bargaining dis- attorney filed a motion to have
steady
A potluck luncheon, will be
One-fifth Of the 575 American putes has shown us that his 810,000 bond forfeited. No
served at noon.
deserts living in Sweden have additional bargaining time has hearing date was set on the
US 1-3 200-230 lbs. 18.00-18.50
been sentenced for a :criminal been helpful in bringing about motion.
US 2-4,190-240 lbs., 17.75-18.00
offense from 1968 to 1970, ac- voluntary settlement," Hodgson Cornwell is charged with the
"TOY PRODUCTION
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 17.25-17.75
Toy production in Spain cordihg to a police report said.
US 3-4 260-288-lbs., 16.75-17.25
fatal shooting of Peggy Ann
annually amounts to more than published in Stockholm.
Sows
Patterson, whose body was found
three
of
the
The
notedthat
deserters'
most
He
frequent
$57
million,
of
which
about
88.4
In Clarks River near the Graves
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.. 13.50-14.50
crime
was
viblatioq
.
of
strike
Swedish four unions in the Dec. 10
million is exported. Most of the
US 1-3 300-550 lbs„ 12.50-13.50
66 cases com- subsequenW reached voluntary County Line a day after she was
toys remain in Spain to the drug laws
US 1-3 450-65q,lbe. IL&O-12.50
shot. .
vIle4...1ati

Citi

TUESDAY—MAY le, !Ill

Mop% Maw gtattE,
Gift Ideas for
the Grad!

Murray ...

Resolution...

It
/

1

Only)

Dr. Thomas Morgan
Luncheon Speaker

Mrs. Hutton
Dies Monday

Calloway Ladies
Day Lineup Given

Children Guests
Music Department

Sub District MYF
Meets On Thursday

Accused
Slayer
Jumps Bail

•

I

t

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Crime rate among
deserters rising

U pe

e

411••

YAM,.

IN

ITTLETON'S
The Happy Yellow Store
9-5:30
Mon Sat

oat,.clAkanf
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FRIG
IDAI
RE
PLA
NS
11111 DElitS
Building a new home, or remodeling your present home? Don't forget Frigidaire Built-in Appliances, or did you think
Frigidaire would cost too much? Well, if you will chock you can have the best for less! Frigidaire has one of the best
builder's price in the appliance business.

I.

ninei
ge

DUI
Best

BEAU'
12144 r
aewlyn
diild.}
extras.
electrk
P.m.

All Frigidaire Built-In

Air Conditioners

Appliances Have

Rehigerathrs

A Transferrable

Warranty!

LauivirY'Center

Foodfteezel
'
s
Clothes Dryers

CookingibPs
Wall Ovens

Dishwashers
el°tiles WasAers

MAKE YOUR NEW
HOME MODERN ...

NEW
inches
section
hangir
Cinthea
drapes

1111M111

Make it Frigidaire, you will
be proud to say "My new

tlectife

'anges

home has Frigidaire
Appliances!"
an
Pa

Solid Door Model RB-530N
less Cool, Master
Shown with Brushed
Chrome Cab, panel (BP-30) an
accessory avarlable at extra
charge for all models.
Eliminates countertop cutout f

TI
Electri-clean Model RBE-539N
with Speed-Heat
and Hest-hllnder Un,ls

"NEVI
it," sa
carpet
shampl

ivil
Sport
6772 do
p.m.
1.10del Rr3F 97f4
.:Arai:sh ,e at ert,a • .large I

WARD-ELKINS SERVICES
LL BUILT-IN APPLIANCES
SOLD TO CONTRACTORS

MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

KENM
loadirn
two c:
Phone'

Glass Door Model RBG-533N
with removable door

Electri-clean Model RBE-533P

GAITE
geldirn
and v
ridden
Phone

Oleos DqModel RB0-5353
with femOweblirtontenuout-Clefen
mem panels.

AID ELKIN
-Mtrt"

PARIS,
TENNESSEE

•

etr•

-MAY 18, 1971
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FOR SALE
ELECTRIC COOKING range,
good condition. Phone 753-2573
days or 753-1628 nights.
M20C

LARGE SELECTION

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS

65 PURE CHAROLIAS cows and
calves. 30 open registered
Charolias heifers. Coming 2
years old, Pure bred, one half
French Charolias bulls, coming 2
years old. Estes Stockyard, West
Vienna, Ill. Phone days area
618-658-7203 or nights, area 618658-5856.
M24C

Solids and Stripes

5.00 to '12.00
KNIT PANTS
Solids and Stripes

(fLARE
§CAtrik-S
by Hubbard

HOUSE FOR SALE
If you like antique green this house is for YOU!
All built-in kitchen, family room, study pannelled in antique green. Matching brick
fireplace. Entrance, living room, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths (one with double lavatories and mirrors).
Paved drive, double garage, utility. Central heat
and air, carpeted, all drapes stay. City school
district, two blocks from new high school. 1702
Audubon Dr., 753-8459, upper twenties. Appointment only please.

ELECTROLUX SALES dr Ser
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarMtn,
mington, Kentucky.

WHY WORK
FORA
LIVING?
Would you like to retire, right nowt
And work only 10 to 12 Murk a
week at your own pace? Then you're
ready to consider becoming a Ull
Distributor.

Positions
Available

IS MORE THAN
JUST A WORD
WITH US
0

In order to meet the
demands of Calloway County and the

AIR-CONDITIONER, EXCELLENT condition, 8,000 BTU,
surrounding areas, and still maintain our high
$95.00. Refrigerator, $15.00. 1935
Ull Snack Shop Vending Machines
radio, $10.00. Coffee table, $5.00.
standrds of workmanship, Red Carpet has
are a proven business opportunity
Sectional couch, $5.00. Play pen, FURNISHED THREE bedroom TWO
11NrINIM. 111
WATER front lots in in a $5 billion market, a market in
which 80% of the business is done
$4.00. High chair, $5.00. Stroller, home, two baths, central heat Panorama
positions available for qualified and efficient
Shores. Phone 753- by the small independent operator.
$10.00. Phone 474-2742 after 3:00 and air, five and three-tenths 2532 days and 753-3959 nightYou
can
start
your
own
business
M20C miles East of Murray on Highp.m.
men.
M18C for as little as 10 hours a week
way 94. Phone 753-8158.
Ml8P s.
and build profits . . with hard
and
work
good
service.
female.
One
ENGLISH SETTER,
Harbor near Paris
For an interview appointment call 753-9999.
year old. Brown and white. Phone ON ANTIOCH
brick; 3 You need no experience, you make
lots. THREE BEDROOM
M20C Landing, three adjoining
753-8870.
years old; carpeted throughout, no personal sales calls. We will
Sold seperately or together.
you, counsel you. and secure
patio, storm doors and windows train
your locations. Your $600 to $1500
Phone 7532/
1
2 YEAR OLD registered 8500.00 each.
4
plus
screens,
ideal
for
couple
or
investment
covers machine and
M22C
Charolias bull with herd of 26 8258.
small family. Shown by ap- product . . . no hidden costs or
cattle. Would like to sell as herd, WATERFRONT YEAR round pointment only. Located at 1625 fees.
but will sell seperately. Pony cart home at Panorama Shores. Barn Catalina Drive. 753-3263. mug PLAN YOUR PROFITABLE RETIREMENT .. WRITE TODAY!
and harness, 895.00. Pollen chain style,two floors, three bedrooms,
Across From MSU Library
KEENLAND: FOUR bedroom
saw.$150.00.Phone 437two baths, family room, utility,
Phone 753-3242
II IN II•OM
M20C two fire-places, sundeck, brick home, fully carpeted; two
4513.
C -3
baths paneled family room, NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS
cathedral ceiling. 829,500.00. By
awes c,.ol (JII
TURKIES, DUCKS, Chickens, ONCE IN a lifetime paint deal. 14 FT. JON boat with 7 H.P. owner. 436-2170 after 6 p.m. M21C attractive modern kitchen, 1275 PROFIT ORIVf•DALLAS, TEXAS 75247
TUTOR AVAILABLE for grades ATTENTION HOME owners: 14
double
oven,
custom
cabinet.
I
am
interested
in more information
488motor.
Brand
new.
Phone
Guineas, adults and babies. Thousands of gallons, top quality,
1 through 6. Phone 753-6759. 11124C us completely cover your hontlit
about makipg money in this vending
with Reynolds weather tigb$
M20C BEAUTIFUL THREE bedroom Patio, two car garage. Phone 753Large
selection.
business. 1 have a car and 6-8 hours
Hubert standard brands, as low as $2.47 X7&
per week spare time
3859.
M20C
Alexander, 3 miles South of per gallon. Country- Boy Stores.
FOR YOUR Auction sale needs, aluminum siding. Also we do
brick, 2/
1
2 miles from Murray.
; I can invest $600 in a route.
Sedalia. Phone 328-8563.
M18P The Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
I] I can invest $1500 in a routs.
call Otto Chester Auction Ser- soffitt and overhangs on brick
Family room with fire-place,
THREE B.EDROOM_ brick,
Storm windows & door, shutter&
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 & niet Your Dekalb
built-in kitchen, two baths, patio Newly
vice. Specializing in; blrniture,
Nam.
decorated, Dinette &
164.
Phone
885-5914.
Open
Sunantiques
and
farm
eqtipment. and carports. Free estimate
EDUCE SAFE dr fast with
and garage, radiant heat. Many
Seed Corn
Kitchen combination, lir- Address
Complete
auction
service
with Call Garland's Aluminum Ser..'
GoBese Tablets dr E-Vap "water days until 4:00 p.m. It pays to
special
features
to
this
lovely
• Atrizen • Lorox
conditioned, dishwasher, two oar
vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 dir
City
M31C
licensed,
bonded
pills", Holland Drug Store. M19C take a look.
auctioneer.
home.
Very
reasonable.
Phone
• Lasso
gara9a,2Private lot, 802 N. 18th
Junelle
Sedalia 328-8398.'
Phone
'
)
Reasonable
rates
and
free
753-6624 or 753-6759.
M24C
• Hood Soybeans
Street. Phone 753-5676.
•M24P
Dept.
55
44
estimates. Phone 435-4042. 1TP
BEAUTIFUL TWO bedroom LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
CARPET CLEANING in your
• Dare Soybeans
LEGAL
NOTICE
AUTOMOTIVE
air-conditioning
home. Most 9x12 rugs just $9.95.
12x44 mobile home, perfect for in Kentucky. No increase in
FOR
RENT
•
Wavle
Soybeans
YOUNG
MAN
desires
farm
work
newlyweds or couple with one prices. Country Boy Stores, the Farmirs Grain &
Free estimates. Call collect 247.coMpressors. Rebuilt, $40 each.
Sealed
bids
will
be
received
by
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, 1714 GM,Ford,awysler, R.C. Evans, on weekends for summer. Phone 2456, Mayfield Carpet Cleanerchild. Excellent condition. Lots of Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
Murray,
Calloway
the
City
of
7674722 after 7:00 p.m.
Seed Co.
M2OP s.
Wells Ext., with stove,
M29NC
June 5P
extras. New furniture and all from Hopitin.sville, Junction Ky.
Quality Field Seed & County, Kentucky, at the office of refrigerator, air conditioner. Route 3, Murray.
electric. Phone 7534844 after 6:00 117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
Clerk
until
7:30
p.m.,
the
City
M31C Service
Railroad Ave. Central Daylight Saving Time,on Couple only $50.00 deposit,$115.00
M18NC
p.m.
month or $100.00 month if paid six
June 10, 1971,for Contract No. 17 - months in advance. Phone 753NEW GOLD drapes, lined,
,82 MOBILE HOME, 12250, 1965 8 PIGS,50 lbs. apiece. Phone 753- Interceptor Sewers & Force 3696 or 313-842-2612.
M24P
inches long. DeeP hems''
our model. Two bedrooms, air- 4904.
M18C Main,Contract No.18 - East Fork
sections, 27 feet total. Brass conditioned, washer, dryer. Near
Clark River Pump Station •
lamp,
folding 'city limits. Available June 6.
hanging
General
Construction, and
90
FOR RENT
/
2
' CATAMARAN boat Contract No. 19 - Eastfork Clark
inch turqu"'" -Phone 753-7939 afternoons. MigpIONE 171
ci°thealine;
drapes. Phone 753-8625. M19NC
with twin 55 H.P. motor and River Pump Station - Electrical
NICE FURNISHED
trailer. Phone 753-2532 days and Work, according to plans and
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED!
753-3959 nights.
M18C specifications which are on file at
Apartments for 3, 4, or 5
the office of the City Clerk in the
college girls.
Sorry. not more than ten persons per class.
15 FT FIBERGLAS boat, 25 H.P. City Building, Murray, KenEvinrude motor. Student must tucky, and also at the 'Office of
Let's Send A
AND
FALL
SUMMER
sell. Phone 436-5551
I4120C The Chester Engineers, Inc., 845
Classes Provided For Children and Adults
Fourth Avenue, Coraopolis,
_SEMESTER.
GHAT "FOR-13Ibin or apart- Pennsylvania, 15108:- imAlso furnished apartments
Call . . .
ment; matching Hickory Sapling mediately after closing time for
for college boys.
bed, rocker, hall tree, stool and receipt of bids, they will be
all
the
of
people
Nice private rooms • with
dining table and chairs. Two Publicly opened and read aloud
kitchen privileges for
ihis applies to All Merchandise in stock
to Frankfort .. ,
8/
1
2:111
/
2 oval rugs, desk chair, by the Council Chambers in the
college girls.
buffet, marble top chest, City Building.
and All Merchandise ordered during this event! refrigerator
Phone 753-3682
- VOTE
and automatic
PHONE 753-5865 days or
washer.Phone 753-5210.
M24C
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. or
Shop our complete selection:
• Copies of the plans and
on Sundays.
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER
obtained
specifications
may
be
SEAR'S
GAS
dryer
and
washer,
FULCHER'S TERMITE Control.
Paints, Wallpapers, carpets, Vinyls, Linoleums,
Sliop, open 3:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m,
like new. Will sacrifice. 6x9 wool by depositing Twenty-Five
Free
inspection.
Call
collect
REPRESENTATIVE
Tuesday
through
Frigkay,
Mirrors, Unfinished Furniture, Picture Frames,_ nag.Phone 753-8401.
M24C ($25.00) Dollars with The City of NICE THREE bedroom Erick
Mayfield, Robert Fulcher, 247Saturday, 11:00 8 7:00. Close&
Kentucky, or home in Plainview Acres. Phone
Murray,
Murray,
6270
or
Elbert
Fulcher 247and have our
Custom Draperies and Painting
Monday. Boy's haircut, 75c•
SUMMER AND fall maternity the Chester Engineers, 845 753-79(13 after 5:00 p.m.
4783.
M18C Men's haircut, $1.00. Hort
TFC
voices
heard!
and Decorating Accessories.
.
.
Fourth Avenue, Coraopolis,
clothes,size 10. Phone 435buckle's Barber Shop, 213 Sprude
5352.
M20C Pennsylvania, 15108, for each set RENTING NOW for the summer
Paid Political
TFNg
PIANOS AND ANTIQUE organs Street. Phone 753-7742.
of documents so obtained, the
Advertisement
and fall; two bedroom apartment
rebuilt,
refinished,
restyled,
be
total
will
amount of which
Southside Shopping Center Phone 753-3321 GIRL'S CLOTHES size 1-0. refunded
with central air and wall to wall
tuning and repairs. Jetton & Dyer FURNITURE REFIND85UN0,
to each actual bidder,
carpet, tile bath and modern
Phone
Women's
clothes,
size
12.
Piano Sales and Service. Cuba All work guaranteed. Frit
and Ten ($10.00) Dollars will be
* SALE ENDS MAY 22nd *
kitchen.
Best
location
in
town.
M20C refunded to all others who return
Road, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 328- pickup and delivery Fr*
753-8506.
753-4331
after
Phone
5:00 p.m.
8522.
Hours, 5:00 to 8:00 p.m., estimate. Antique or natural
plans and specifications in good
t Closed Wednesday), 10:00 to finish. Jerry McCoy,753TOY FOX Terrier puppies. condition within ten (10) days
June7C
June100
"NEVER USED anything like FURNISHED 12x50 Trailer. Two Excellent pets or farm dogs.
4:00 Saturday.
June 14C 3045.
after the opening of bids.
It," say users of Blue Lustre bedroom, air-conditioned, car- Phone Tomas.
M2OP
LARGE FOUR bedroom house,
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
carpet cleaner. Rent electric pet, fenced in yard and unThe City of Murray reserves
block from campus. AirM22C derpinning.Phone 753-7854. M24C PENTA TREATED lumber,
shampooer $1. Big K.
WANTED: EXPERIENCE*)
the right to reject any and all bids conditioned, electric heat.
IF YOU are economically typist for approximately foal,
Resistant to rot and termites. and to waive
any informalities In-Fenced back yard. $130.00 per
disturbed and would like to break hours each afternoon. Equal
Ideal for boat docks and any bidding.
PRICE MOBILE
M20C
month.Phone 753-1203.
into the Life Insurance field in opportunity employer.
-weather exposed uses. Murray
ail HARLEY hAVIDSON
Sea
HOME CENTER
this area, a nationally known qualifications to Box 32 Y,
Sportster motorcycle. Phone 753Lumber Co., Maple Street, A certified check or bank draft
101 Maple St
753-3642
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
company
offers
an
opportunity
ITC payable to
Murray,Kentucky.
8772 days or 753-8261 after 6:00
Homes he 1,9956
Murray,Kentucky.
M20C
the City of Murray or a and furnished room for summer
for you. Our plan includes
M21C
satisfactory bid bond executed by and fall. Air-conditioned. ZimLow as $195°' Down
commission plus advances,
MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER the bidder and a surety
company, merman Apartments, South 16th
HY.N. 641 S. Phone 753-3640
AUTOS FUR SALE
bonuses, hospitalization in- WANTED: DENTAL assistant.
puppies, male, good pedigree. in an
pert
5
five
to
KENMORE PORTABLE front MurraN, kt
amount
equal
M20C
Next to
Street. Phone 753-6609.
surance,
pension retirement. Wouki consider training fir
753-9371.
Phone
11424C
cent) per cent of the bid, shall be
loading dish washer, coppertone, F11,das Inn
1951 CHEVROLET; excellent
Sales background would be position. Send qualifications and
submitted with each bid.
two cycle. Used six months.
running
condition.
Good
tranapartbedroom
LARGE TWO
helpful, although it is not three references to P.O. Box 31 xi
(HILD'S PICNIC table,swing set
Ask about our rental
M18C
PhOne 753-6949.
ment; furnished, for 3 or 4 boys. sportajitin, $125.00. Phone 753- essential. Write, giving full facts Murray,Kentucky.
and girl's bicycle. Phone 753M24Q
for
withdrawn
No bid may be
purchase plan, up to 10 yv 6624.
8127.
MSC about yourself to: P.O. Box 668,
M 20C ninety (90) days after the same Available for Spring or Fall
inance.
GAITED FIVE year old buckskin f
M20C
753-3143.
semester. Phone
Sikeston,Mo.63801.
M18P SALESMAN FOR local lumbkii
has been filed with the City
gelding. Also five year old browne"
1966 INTERNATIONAL truck.
and building materials firm. Flit
Both
mare.
pony
white
and
SESSION; two Phone 753-9416 or see at Union 78
WANTED TO BUY
SUMMER
STEEL OFFICE desk and chair.
CITY OF MURRAY,KEN bedroom 10850 housetrailer on Station, Five Points.
ridden and handled by children. Phone 753-5122, or after 5:00, 753M31C STUFF ENVELOPES. Make 25c interview, write to P.O. Box dig
each. No addressing or postage Murray,Kentucky.
M188.
M18C
M I9C private lot. Air-conditioned
Phone 7534949.
M20C WANT TO BUY; logs and TUCKY
3947.
needed. Send $1.00 for complete
timber.
Also
have
for
1964
CHEVELLE
standing
283-4
speed
with
.
blocks from University
Three
CARD or THANES
instructions to Mayfield Mail
sale lumber and sawdust.
,Children welcomed. Phone 753- Hooker Headers, Crane Cam, Order, P.O. Box 5,
Mayfield,
Murray Saw MW and Lumber
Marsh
racing
slicks.
Phone
753M20C
We wish to express our heart- 7833.
M22C LOST: RED female Dachshundr
TFC
1596 ask for Tommie Bray. M20C Kentucky.
'Co.Phone 753-4147.

12.00

* SPECIALS*
1 Group &kits & Sport Coats
20% Off
1 Group Suits & Sport Coats
======== 50% Off

RED CARPET CLEANING
and MAINTENANCE CO.

THE COLLEGE SHOP

•ts

1

1

CLASSIC GUITAR LESSONS

Sign Up Today To Begin Immediately!

• •
will

ew

SEE

* 10-20-4 *
* 10 DAYS ONLY
* 20% OFF
* 4 MONTHS TO PAY

TRUE
REPRESENTATIVE

Ray Roberts

CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.

Hughes Paint
Store

TOMATO and PEPPER

PLANTS
LARGE ASSORTMENT
OF
BEDDING PLANTS

SHIRLEY'S GREENHOUSES
500 No. 4th Street .*‘

felt thanks to all our friends and
neighbors for all their ex- FURNISHED APARTMENT
WANT TO BUY; I track tape pressions of sympathy, the including all utilities. Couples 1969 BUICK ELECTRA con
player for car. Will pay good wonderful food and the many only.875.00 per month.Phone 753- vertible. Power steering, brakes
M2OP windows and seats. Low mileage
price. Phone 753-5830 after 3:30, beautiful flowers given to us in 4598.
Phone 436-5862or 7624196. MSC
M18P the demise of our dear husband,
ask for Dan.

WANT TO BUY; good used
natural gas range, at reasonable
price. Phone 753-8192 from 9:00
till 2:00,or 7534666 from 4:00 till
8:00.
M7AC
WANT TO BUY; house with
garden space within three miles
tapsis.
-psi
_ Phone3534911-.M2OP

step-father and brother, James
H. Neal, who passed away in the
early hours of May 8, 1971.
We also thank Brother Bean for
his comforting words. May God
bless each of you is our prayer.

SPECIAL SUMMER rates! Now
renting efficiency apartments,
across street from campus.
Private rking. Phone 753-4342
or 7
8 after 5:00p.m. M20C

MEN OR WOMEN full time or
part time. Do you need money?
Don't borrow it. Write the
Nutrilite Agency. Let me tell you
haw to earn it. Vernon E. Davis,
P.O. Box 87, Paris, Tenn. $8242.
1962 CHEVROLET pick-up.
Give phone number.
M2OP
Phone 753-3465 after 5:00p.m.
M20C
'

1967 CHEVROLET super Van,
Hydromatic, automatic tranWANTED rti RErs I
Murrell Neal, Clifford Miller,
_mission. Blue, excellent conOtis Reaves Miller, Bennie7
ANT TO RENT; house in dition. Don't need. Reasonable
11....r)i„..-Gt":-Clitiftt:fy 'MR:Win refriTYpridrLBlairt TCR....k Home
M20C
SrfOrlAly,phone 753-5617.
'`'lliltt-.13&sne-Trff2813

In vicinity of Murray High. Phodi;
753-8938.

MAN OR WOMAN to supply
families with Rawleigh Products.

Can earn $5 and up an hour. Part
or full time. Write giving phone.
no.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co.,
Freeport, ilL,-o.F. call 1114-4118
41E.

•
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Twirling, Drum
Major Camp To
Be Held At MSU
Murray State University will
be the site for a "Heart of Dixie"
twirling and drum majoring
camp June 20-25.
Administered and directed by
Shirley Rosa, the school is one of
nine All Star Camps sanctioned
by the National Baton Twirling
Association to be conducted in six
Southern states during the
summer.
Complete courses will be offered for dance groups, drill
teams, porn-porn corps and flag
corps, along with instruction for
twirlers, majorettes and drum
majors. Majorettes with the
Marching 'Thoroughbred Band at
Murray State will be assisting
with the camp.
Miss Ross, a former feature
twirler with the Old Miss Rebel
Band,is a nationally known judge
and teacher and recognized
authority in all phases of
twirling. Her students have won a
number of national championships and appeared on
national television at the BlueGray Game and on the Ted Mack
Show.
Fee for the camp is $55, which
covers the costs of meals, dormitory facilities and instruction.
Further information may be
obtained by contacting: Shirley
Ross, P. 0. Box 125, Coosada,
Ala., 36020.

Hospital Report

AY

DISMISSALS
Lovell Hunter, Jr., Routc. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Wanda
Mathis, Route 1, Almo, Mrs.
Mary Elizabeth Warren, Route 4,
Murray, Mrs. Peggy June
Gamer,Box 19, Hazel, Jack Okie
Sims, 415 North Cherry Street,
Murray, Mrs. Karen Douglas
Morgan, 1504 Parklane Drive,
Murray, Mrs. Sarah Ruth Wyatt,
Route 1, Almo, Mrs. Barbara
Jime Darnell,Route 1, Hardin,L.
B.Duncan,Dexter, Martin Walls
Bailey, Sr., Route 2, Murray,
Mrs. Lillie Grogan Wrather, 1318
Olive Street, Murray, Mrs.
Eunice Frances Grubbs, Route 5,
Murray, Mrs. Edith Hughes, 213
South 15th Street, Murray, Clovis
Fisher Grubbs, Route 4, Murray,
Abner Corbett Hall (expired),
Route 5, Murray.
May 15, 1971
ADULTS 90
NURSERY 4

DISMISSALS
Mrs. Velda Mae Warren,Route
2, Hazel, Mrs. Ralph Stanley,
King, 500 South 13th St., Murray,
John Herman Howland, 1116 Hart
Hall MSU,Murray,James Edgar
Smith, Route 3 Box 55, Murray,
Mrs. Grace Treva Walston,
Route 8, Murray, Mrs. Nora Jane
Hutchens, Route 1, Murray, Mrs.
Ullie Mae Pace, 203 Maple St.,
Murray, William Gilbert Wilcox,
300 North 12th St., Murray1', Mrs.
Anne Elizabeth Lofton and baby
boy, Route 6, Benton, Mrs.
Lorene Colson, Route 3, Murray,
Mrs. Effie Mae Dixon, Route 1,
Mbrray, Jefferson DaviSiShroat,
401 South 16th St., Murray, Miss
Melissa Maude Walker, Hazel,
Ray Parker Munday, 300 North
,
8th St., Murray.
EXPIRED
Miss Lottye Mae Suiter, Route
7, Murray, Mrs. Geneva Nix, 317
Ivrin St., Murray, William
Hardin Giles, 741 Nash Drive,
Murray.
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FEWER UNEMPLOYED
The unemployment total in
(;erithim fell in March by
214;,54X) — one per cent
41't
West
the ‘k.orking
• tiermam has more than two
41444.1- .-forn aorkers. in:_
odlm. more than 15.000

rfnpulation

t
t

* LADIES SPORTSWEAR *

* CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT *

* MEN'S DEPARTMENT *

ONE GROUP GIRLS

ALL MEN'S

ONE GROUP OF GIRLS

SPORT COATS
Assorted styles
and colors.
Off
VALUES TO '55.00 25%

SPORTSWEAR
Skirts, Tops, Slacks
1/ off
Assorted Styles
/4

LADIES 100% POLYESTER

PANT DRESSES

TOPS
Assorted colors.

Assorted Styles and Colors

88

$2

$444

VALUES TO '6.00

ONE LARGE GROUP

ONE GROUP GIRLS

GIRL'S SHORT SETS

ONE GROUP LADIES

MEN'S SUITS *

DRESSES

TOPS & SHORTS

PANT SUITS

Assorted styles and colors.
VALUES TO '55.00
$3980
SPECIAL!

Assorted styles and colors.
VALUES TO '55.00
SPECIAL

$2480

ONE GROUP MEN'S

JEWELRY
VALUES TO '3.50

1/3 Off

PANTS
Assorted colors.
Slightly irregular.

1

$ 044

SHIRTS
Assorted colors.
REG. '6.00

1/4 Off

SPECIAL!

REG. '5.00

Assorted Styles

$344

VALUES TO '5.00
SPECIAL!

$344

ONE GROUP MEN'S

WALK SHORTS
Assorted styles and colors.
REG. '5.00
$344
SPECIAL

ONE GROUP BOYS PERMANENT PRESS

VALUES TO '12.00

Flare Leg
SPECIAL!

ONE GROUP BOYS CASUAL

PANTS

50% Polyester, 50% Cotton
Assorted colors.

Assorted Styles and Colors

$288

REG. '4.00
SPECIAL!

$388

$300

SPECIAL

KNIT SHIRTS

1/
4 Off

VALUES TO '7.00

* INFANTS' DEPARTMENT

ONE GROUP LADIES

BLOUSES

/
250

SPECIAL!

*

ONE GROUP LADIES

PETERSON

Walker and Jumper

SLACKS

HIGH CHAIR

HOOLA COUPE •

Large fiberglass tray.

$14"

REG. '21.00

Walker-Jumper-Play Table.
Folds flat for storage or travel. $654
REG. '9.00

Off

REG. '7.00

$588

• SPECIAL1
LADIES

* PIECE GOODS *
ONE TABLE

ONE TABLE 100% POLYESTER

SWIM WEAR

POLYESTER KNIT

DOUBLE KNIT

VAL, TO '16.00

$1 88yd

SPECIAL!

10% Nylon
$

SPECIAL!

$188Yd.

1 88
•

Yd.

SPECIAL!

88cYd

ONE GROUP LADIES

HANDBAGS

PANTY HOSE

SLIPS
REG. '4.00

$288

SPECIAL!

ONE GROUP
FAMOUS BRAND

* ACCESSORIES *
LADIES

$1288

SPECIAL

ONE GROUP LADIES

SPORTSWEAR
FABRICS

STRIPES KNITS
90% Acetate

SPECIAL
ONE TABLE

ONE TABLE FASHION

ONE GROUP FAMOUS BRAND CASUAL

PANTS

$388

VALUES TO '16.00

SCOOTER
SKIRTS

PANTS

JACKETS

LUGGAGE

REG. '1.00
SPECIAL!

$300

SPECIAL!

66c

or 2/ '

1

10

LADIES

UMBRELLAS

331/3 Off

$500

ONE ODD GROUP

MEN'S SHIRTS
Assorted styles and colors

$200

ONE GROUP MEN'S WORK

SHIRTS & PANTS
Odd Group,
25% Off..

SPECIAL!

$388

* HOME
ONE ODD GROUP

BED SPREADS

/
1 4 Off

* LADIES & MEOS SHOES *

JEWELRY

LARGE GROUP

SPECIAL

991

LADIES SHOES
SPECIAL!

25% off

LARGE GROUP MEN'S & BOY'S

FURNISHINGS *

$300

SPECIAL!

ONE GROUP LADIES

VALUES TO '7.00
SPECIAL!

Once upon a timi
Little Red Hen w
about and uncovere
of wheat.She called
neighbors and said,
together and plant t
will have some fine
Who will help ir
wheat?"
"Not-1," said the
said the Duck. "Not
Goose.
It
"Then I will," n
Red Hen - and she
After the whl
growing, the groun
and there was no

ONE GROUP LADIES

ONE GROUP BOYS

ONE GROUP BOYS 100% NYLON

ONE GROUP MEN'S
100% POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT

VALUES TO '17.00

Assorted Colors

Assorted Styles and Colors

* BOY'S DEPARTMENT *

PANTS

DISMISSALS
Mrs. Marita Nell Burkeen and
Baby Girl, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Alma June Brasher and Baby
Girl, Route 1, Benton, 'Mrs.
Charlotte Marie Foy, Box 114,
Lynnville, Mrs. Christine
Whitnell Rhodes, 512 S. 6th,
Murray, Mrs Floy Caldwe11,
Route 3, Murray, Mrs. Lee W.
Lassiter, 506 Vine St., Murray.

A good reader a
Modern Fable". 'I
unknown. Here it i

Values Throughout Entire Store .... Shop Belk's May Day Sale!!

ONE GROUP DENIM FLARE LEG

NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

ArOUf

Mum

MEN'S 100% TEXTURED
NYLON KNIT SHORT SLEEVE

NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

United Press

318* *

MEN'S SUITS

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Linda Sue Terwilleger
and Baby Girl, 101 College
Courts, Murray.

The Pri
Source col
In Murrs
Calloway

Seen&I-

ONE ODD GROUP
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TUESDAY

SHOES

ONE GROUP ACCEN1

RUGS
$288

SPECIAL
SPECIAL!
One Towel Group
One roup
FAMOUS BRAND
• BATH TOWEL
Reg. 1.30-Special!
30
Skillets, sauce pans.
• HAND TOWEL
Fulls and twins
5o/o
drsoh,bakfinfg
cage
percolator,
2
Reg. '1.30-Special!
Sotid 4ashion colors $
• WASH MTHca c
&'12.00 0
Reg. 6T-Special! J 7

BED SPREADS Ovenware
n88
85c

25%

Off

ALL

SHOE POLISH
Famous Bra4'
)d250
4 Off

"Who will help me
wheat?" said the Lit
"Not I," said the C
said the Duck. "Not
Pig. "Equal rights
Goose.
"'Then I will," sa
Red Hen - and she I
The wheat grei
ripened into golden
"Who will help r
wheat?" asked the
Hen.
"Not I," said the
I,"said the Duck.
classiLlgition."Paid
lose my AC° sold
'4•19sen I will," sa
Red Hen - and she
When it came time
flour."Not I," said tl
lose my unemplo,
pensation, said the:
When it come timi
bread, "That's c
me," said the Cc
dropout and never le
said the Duck. "1
welfare benefits,"
'if I'm the only one t
discrimination," sal
"Then I
sa
Red Hen - and she
She baked five lo
(Continued on Pal

I Mum
Celeb

-Paul W. Shahan,
the Little League Di
Murray Baseball
has
received
congratulation from
organization at W
Pennsylvania recc
Murray Association
the pioneer lea
nation. The comma
as follows:
"In recognitio,
Murray Little Leagu
continuous operatior
and by virtue of its
the service of youth
exemplary image

211110111111

The

Wea

Considerable clots
prevail over the wes
of Kentucky today wi
showers or thun,
developing over the r
the state tonight.
Decreasing clou,
showers will end frc
Thursday. Warm today but co
west tonight and thr
state Thursday.
Highs today mostl
lows tonight mid 50s
Highs Thursday uppi
70s

EXTENDED 01
Mostly fair Friday
showers west Sati
weather over the at
day.
Cool nights, mild
mdstty upper 40; an
Highs upper 604 an

